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Christian radio is more than Bible
study or ' Jesus Walks.' What's next is
even less defined.
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QUINCY, Ill. Broadcast Electronics
and broadcast data entrepreneur Allen
Hartle say they want to make it easier for
stations to begin using RDS in this country and to step up their data capabilities
with HD Radio.
BE has purchased Hartle's company, an
announcement that presages a product
unveiling at NAB2005. It acquired the
assets of The Radio Experience in late
January. The parties declined to announce
the monetary terms, including the cost,
who holds rights to or would benefit from
patents involved and whether any patent
applications remain pending.
Hartle was sole owner of The Radio
Experience, which is based in Bellevue,
Wash.; its employees will remain there.
He declined to disclose his company's
annual revenue. BE, based in Quincy, Ill,
is privately held.
Thé principals were clear, however,
about what they believe are benefits of the
deal. They said Radio Experience products
See RDS, page 8
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by Randy J. Stine

which will move distribution into apacket-based audio program delivery satellite
system, were expected to begin in
February. Station equipment is due to
ship this spring. The current system
delivers audio and programs in real time
as analog or AES digital audio, which
limits delivery options from producers to
public radio affiliates.
See DISTRIBUTION, page 5

WASHINGTON Now that operational
specifications are in place, executives
with the National Public Radio Satellite
System say they are going forward with
plans to launch ContentDepot later this
year and transform public radio distribution.
System tests at NPR of ContentDepot,
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PRSS interconnected stations will receive abase package that includes new
satellite storage receivers and streaming decoders. These will replace existing
ABR 700 demodulators. The existing SOSS and ContentDepot systems will operate in parallel for atime. This block diagram is from the ContentDepot Web site.

Together We Have The Power To Move Radio Forward.

V Their studio fits in an overhead
compartment: On the road with Steve
Sisk and David Kaye.
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At Harris, we're taking our leadership in the radio industry to an even higher level. Shaped by
the feedback of customers and audiences across the market spectrum, the newly-formed Harris
Radio Team is rich with the industry's most comprehensive products, services and expert
resources. All with afocused team solely dedicated to moving our industry, and your business,
forward. It's aspirit of innovation built on decades of pioneering solutions for radio. So get your
business heading in the right direction, turn to the new leadership of Team Harris Radio.
To learn more about the new Harris Radio Team, call us at 800-622-0022 or visit us at
www.broadcast.harris.com.

OPINION
V Scott Clifton wonders if the radio
industry has given up on analog.
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NEWSWATCH•

Broadcasters
Appeal For
Ownership Review
WASHINGTON Several broadcasters are
pursuing an appeal to the Supreme Court in
the case of the FCC's new media ownership
roles, after the commission said in January it
would not file its own appeal.
NAB and several individual broadcast
organizations, including Viacom, Fox and
Tribune, want the high court to review a
lower court decision. The latter ruling
blocked enactment of rules affecting TV
ownership and cross-ownership. Those

changes would have allowed one entity to
own TV stations and anewspaper in the
same market, and to own more TV and radio
stations in asingle market.
Opponents of the rules, such as the
Prometheus Radio Project, believe the
changes would reduce diversity.
One rule affecting radio was allowed by
the lower court, but NAB and radio broadcasters dispute that outcome as well. They
oppose the system that uses Arbitron metros
to define radio markets.
In its filing, NAB asks whether the new
market definition for radio, "leading to a
substantial reduction in the number of local
radio stations that may be commonly owned
and transferred," violates the 1996 Telecom

Act by repealing the decision of Congress to
deregulate media ownership rules.
NAB also asked whether the FCC violated the Telecom Act by retaining restrictions
on local TV ownership in all markets "in the
face of overwhelming evidence, acknowledged by the commission, that common
ownership in small and mid-sized local television markets will improve competition and
advance the public interest."
The Bush administration decided the
FCC would not challenge the lower court
ruling. No explanation was given for that
decision and the commission has not indicated what it might do next.
Some attorneys believe broadcasters would
have astronger case if the FCC had appealed

CHECK OUT OUR LATEST!

the lower court ruling on its own. It could still
choose to comment on the other appeals.
NAB said in astatement that it was "disappointed with reports that the Solicitor
General will not be seeking Supreme Court
review of media ownership rules. We continue to believe the Supreme Court needs to
clarify lower court decisions related to
media ownership."
FCC Chairman Powell, who plans to leave
office in March, has said he regretted not
being able to finish the media rules before
leaving. Democratic FCC Commissioners
Michael Copps and Jonathan Adelstein said
the court "correctly recognized" the new ownership rules were flawed; they called for a
media policy redesign.

Nautel Users' Group
To Meet April 17
BANGOR, Maine Nautel will host its
annual Nautel Users' Group event on
Sunday, April 17, at the Riviera Hotel
and Casino in Las Vegas.
The company described NUGe
NAB2005 as a combination of theory
and practical application in an informal
setting intended to encourage discussion. Topics covered during the half-day
session will include Nautel's new HD
Radio transmission equipment, including a demo of its FM HD Radio adaptive
pre- correction
technology.
KUVO(FM) Chief Engineer Mike
Pappas will discuss his digital conversion; and a roundtable discussion of
transmitter issues will round out the
meeting, to be held from 9 a.m. to 1:30
p.m. at the Riviera.
To learn more visit www.nautel.
corn/about.
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Juice up your Remotes

-Mix
The new Tieline i
Mix G3 codec mixer combines 6 valuable remote broedcast tools into one 16x9 compact
box.
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Your choice of powerful PSTN. ISDN and GSM codecs
A configurable 16x11 cross point digital audio rou:er. ( optional)
A configurable live communications facility for local and back-to-studip communications.
A 7input and 3output configurable digital audio mixing facility.
A built-in telephone talkback facility or taking live callers in the field

• On- board relay and RS- 232 control system for local and remote control of equipment at ether end of your
codec link.
Contact your favouri:e dealer or Tieline Technology to order your free demonstration i
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www.tieline.com for acomplete functionality and specification list.
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Surround: One Small Step for aRadio ...
... One Giant Leap for an Industry?
and asmall amount of metadata about the
technical parameters of the content.
Two other compressed digital surround
formats followed, from DTS and Sony (the
latter called SDDS), using somewhat higher data rates (i.e., less aggressive compression than AC-3). These were also initially
designed for cinematic applications, but
DTS has subsequently become an optional
DVD format for consumer releases. Most
major motion pictures are now released
with all three formats included on their distribution prints, since the formats can all
coexist (along with legacy analog optical
stereo) on 35 mm film. DTS and SDDS
can also include up to 7.1 channels of
audio. The additional channels are generally placed as "front surrounds," which can
help produce more uniform atmospheres in
theatrical environments.
More recently, the DVD-A and SACD
formats have offered a number of new
and catalog music releases in digital 5.1
surround, using Dolby Digital or DTS.
These products also offer stereo mixes in
the uncompressed PCM format, usually
at higher resolutions than the 44.1
kHz/16-bit format used on CDs. ( For
example, DVD-A can include up to 192
kHz/24-bit audio.) DVD-A also offers an
"in-between" format called Meridian
Lossless Processing ( MLP), which
allows those higher resolutions to be used
in multichannel mixes.

by Skip Pizzi
We conclude our exploration of surround sound on the radio with adiscussion of compressed digital formats and
the recent proposals for digital radio
applications.
You may recall from previous articles
in this series that Dolby Labs became the
leading developer of successful surround
formats in the analog domain, which
appeared first in cinema sound systems,
and eventually migrated to the home theater via the 4-2-4 matrix encoding of
consumer VHS tapes' hi-fi soundtracks.
The company was therefore poised to
move surround sound into the digital
domain, and did so with equal success.
After an abortive attempt at digital
surround for film soundtracks by Kodak
in the early 1990s, Dolby released its
AC-3format in 1992 (once again, initially in the cinematic environment only),
which provided a5.1-channel mix based
on the analog "six-track" surround system featured in earlier 70 mm films,
using a compressed audio data rate of
320 kbps or higher. Subsequently, the
AC-3 format — commercially marketed
as Dolby Digital — was adopted by the
Laserdisc, ATSC and other DTV broadcast systems, as well as the DVD-V format, at 384 or 448 kbps. AC-3 also provided a stereo (" 2.0-channel") option,

tfie Latest

Importantly, when surround mixes are
offered on DVD-A or SACD formats, in
most cases separate 5.1-channel and
stereo mixes of all content are provided,
so that the consumer can choose the one
best suited for the playback environment
at hand. This is in contrast to digital
video formats with surround sound, in
which asingle 5.1-channel soundtrack is
intended to "downmix" appropriately to
4-channel matrix surround, or to stereo,
or to mono. So unlike the cinematic and
TV sound industry, the music industry
has established atradition of not guaranteeing downmix compatibility of its 5.1
mixes to stereo or mono listening. (We'll
return to this point below.)
Radies choices
Now radio broadcasting comes to the
party late, which is not necessarily abad
thing, and considers the many methods
available to incorporate surround (or, more
generically, "multichannel") sound as it
converts to digital broadcasting.
First and simplest, receivers could simply incorporate one of several available
systems for derived surround (or "pseudosurround") sound. Broadcasters would not
have to do anything to enable this, because
the receivers would synthesize asurroundsoundfield from existing stereo content.
Most audio professionals feel that this
approach falls short of truly enabling surround sound, however, and that if digital
radio chose such apath it would be another
opportunity missed.
Among true encode-decode systems,
then, the simplest alternative is the adoption of amatrixed surround system, along
the lines of the home theater environment.
Encoding of content would be simple, and
existing two-channel infrastructures could

The Big Picture

esz

by Skip Pizzi
there are those who feel adiscrete solution
is preferable to amatrix, and this argument
is made even more strenuously in the context of atransition to digital radio. This
camp advocates that digital radio broadcasting probably is best advised to consider adiscrete 5.1-channel compressed digital format rather than an older matrix
method. Unlike packaged media, however,
bandwidth limitations in broadcasting
require asingle audio coding approach that
can compatibly address mono, stereo and
surround receivers.
This has led to the development of a
system called parametric surround, which
allows the addition of a "side-channel" of
steering data to an existing stereo codec
platform. New multichannel decoders can
reconstruct asurround mix from the signal,
while legacy stereo decoders ignore the
steering data and simply decode the stereo
audio signal as before. Currently two such
formats have been developed, one by
Fraunhofer and Agere Systems, the other
from Philips and Coding Technologies.
ISO/MPEG has initiated an effort to converge these two formats into asingle parametric surround coding standard.
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ach of the proposed methods has
its respective set of pros and cons.

continue to be used throughout the radio
plant. Multipath problems that prevented
this system's use in analog stereo radio
broadcasting would be solved in an IBOC
system. The major drawback here is that
— unlike the cinema/TV world — there is
no large inventory of radio content ( i.e.,
commercial music releases) already encoded in matrixed surround. The legacy nature
of this format makes it unlikely that this
will change. The commercial music that is
produced in surround today (on DVD-A
and SACD) uses one of the compressed
digital 5.1 formats described above.
Thus to use the matrixed approach, discrete digital 5.1 surround audio content
would have to be converted to afour-channel matrix system through atranscoding
process, and compatible matrix decoders
would have be placed in digital radio
receivers. A company called SRS, familiar
to many PC audio users, has proposed just
such asystem, based on its implementation
of the long-standing but not widely implemented Circle Surround matrix. Like any
matrix system, surround content is inherently designed to downmix well to stereo
or mono, but surround imaging may not be
as robust as in discrete systems.
So as it has been since the quad days,

In general terms, this approach would
"steal" afixed amount of the digital audio
channel's bits and dedicate them to steering data. Initial systems have used 16 kbps
for this parametric steering channel, so in
the case of IBOC, this would leave 80
kbps for audio coding. Recent tests of the
HDC codec have shown little perceived
difference between 96 and 64 kbps coding
of audio, so this reassignment of the datastreatn should not produce much penalty for
stereo listening. The surround sound
results at these data rates are impressive,
and are typically difficult to distinguish
from the original discrete 5.1 source material.
Unlike matrixed systems, it is assumed
that this type of surround encoding would
not happen until the broadcast codec is
applied (i.e., in the transmission air chain),
so surround audio signals would have to be
maintained in discrete (compressed or
uncompressed) modes until airing. This
presents challenges to existing broadcast
production infrastructures.
An third alternative therefore has been
proposed, which allows the generation of a
parametric steering channel during the
upstream production process, with this sigSee SURROUND, page 15

Leading POTS Codecs Compared.
Comrex Matrix

Tieline Commander

Zephyr Xport

14 kHz

15 kHz

11.2 kHz

9kHz

15 kHz
15 kHz

Direct Internet Software Updates

No

No

Yes, via Ethernet port

Digital PC Audio Input

No

No

Yes, via Ethernet port

!Audio Bandwidth @ 24 kbps
@ 19 kbps

and supplied driver
Transmit only

One- at- a- time

Simultaneous

None

Simple AGC

Digital multi- band AGC with
look- ahead limiter by Omnia

No

RS-232 and dedicated computer

Ethernet via Web browser

19 Numbers
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none
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No - Proprietary

No - Proprietary

Yes - aacPlus ( MPEG HEAAC)

No
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2

2

3

120x32 LCD
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128x64 LCD

Optional
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1mic, 1mic / line
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1mic, 1line

Phantom Power

No

No

Yes - 12 volt

Automatic Voice- Grade Backup

No

No

Yes

External

External

Internal auto- switching

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes
Yes

Direct Receive Audio Output

No

Yes

Yes

Uses ISDN at the Studio Side for
More Reliable Connections

No

No

Yes - your Zephyr Xstream
becomes universal POTS
and ISDN codec.

$850.00 ( adds MPEG 1.3 & G.722)

$850.00 (adds G.722)

$495.00 ( adds 6.722 & state-of-

Audio Metering (XMIT/RCV)
Audio Processing

Remote Control
Auto Dial Storage
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Standards- based POTS Codec
Transmit- Receive Quality Display
Contact Closures
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Analog Cell Phone Interface
Mixer Inputs

Power Supply
Local Mix Audio Outputs
Headphone
Une Level

Available ISDN Option
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high fidelity and low delay)

List Price:*
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The world's most advanced POTS codec
is also the world's lowest priced POTS codec.
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eating holes in the material — some sealing
materials provide asmorgasbord for rodents
— but asteel wool plug sure wouldn't hurt
Dave Supplee can be reached at
dave.supplee@cumulus.com; Gary Kline is
gary.kline@cumulus.com.

Dum-Dum Makes You Smart- Smart
by John Bisset
Dave Cox is with BL Broadcasting in
Brainerd, Minn. In our Jan. 5column, he
read about the UPS and generator not playing well together. Dave had the same problem in Brainerd. After anumber of UPS
units and trying to adjust the generator
speed, they finally found asolution.
Dave purchased the APC Smart UPS
450. The included software permits an engineer to open up the window for the UPS to
be happy with their dirty generator power.
Dave reports no problems with the UPS
when going onto generator power since
making this change.
Hope this helps. If you have any questions, Dave can be reached at dave@brainerdradio.net.

* * *

* * *
With the spate of reported site break-ins
and vandalism, security is atopic on the
minds of many engineers these days.
Let's visit aneglected transmitter building
in the woods. See haw many security
"issues" you can find in Fig. 1.
* * *
Eric Suitter is the assistant engineer at
KMLW(FM), Moses Lake, Wash. Eric
offers adifferent twist to the generator/UPS
battle. If your UPS doesn't have asensitivity adjustment, Eric's tip might help.
Buy abattery charger appropriate for the
batteries used in the UPS, and connect it to
an outlet connected only to the generator.
Then plug the UPS into an outlet that isn't
on the automatic change over. This way, as

Fig : How many security problems can you find?
long as the generator is running, the batteries
remain charged. Quick and simple!
Thanks, Eric, for the novel idea. Eric
Suitter can be reached at esuitterenctv.com.
* * *
Dave Supplee is the northeast regional
engineer for Cumulus Media and works
closely with Engineering Director Gary
Kline. Dave and Gary are proponents of
thinking ahead. For them, standard practice
includes such steps as adding aspare con-

duit, "for the friture."
Fig. 2on page 16 shows how to ensure the
conduit will remain open when you need it.
"Dum-dum" is amalleable, clay-like
compound available in hardware and electrical supply stores. It does an effective job of
sealing openings. In this rage, spare conduit
pipes won't become clogged with dirt,
leaves or other debris; nor will the conduit
fill with water and freeze. Because the compound remains firm but does not harden, it's
peeled back easily.
Dave and Gary haven't had any rodents

O.K., let's see how you did with our
security site issues in Fig. 1.
We'll start with the door. The lock hasp
is broken and the lock is missing. Maybe
the owner wanted the site broken into!
The doorknob doesn't appear to be in
such great shape, either. The doorframe
has some serious gaps and is also rotten;
it probably wouldn't take but acouple of
pulls with apry bar to yank the whole
frame out. But why exert yourself?
Whoever installed the door put the hinge
pins on the outside. Pop the pins and the
door comes right off.
Gaps between the doorframe and the
wall invite insects and rodents, too. All
cracks should be sealed.
The plywood may be covering awindow;
again, apry bar could pop the wooden cover
easily. One tip that an engineer used for plywood-coveted windows was to string thin
wire between the plywood and the wall — if
the plywood was removed, the wire was
broken and asiren would sound.
Take alook at that flimsy metal plate covering the door. Who knows what is behind it,
maybe ahole for amuch needed deadbolt!
It's certainly not going to thwart entry; the
plate is covered with screws that could be
removed easily.
The building is constructed of cinder
blocks, so it's sound, but the entry certainly
needs some work.
So, how did you do? Find anything
else? Let me know at my new e-mail
address, jbisset@bdcast.com.
See SECURITY, page 16

MultiPhones Makes Headphones Happen.
NEW! The MultiPhones headphones system pies each
studio guest their own headphone amp on acompact,
easy-to- mount " Guest Pod" panel.
Just feed audio into the MultiPhones Master unit, connect the
Guest Pods with plug-in CAT5 cables, and you'rp, done!
A MultiPhones system supports up to 12 Guest Pods,
each with its own servo- coupled amp, volume control,
and bob 1/4" and 3.5mm stereo jacks. Plus Talkback
and coL;gh buttons on each Guest Pod. Superb sound...
great convenience.. your studio talent will ! ove il
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Surround
Continued from page 12
nal encoded as awatermark that is perceptually hidden in an uncompressed digital
stereo audio signal. Such content can be
stored, edited and routed throughout the
existing broadcast infrastructure as stereo
audio, and broadcast as either an analog or
digital signal without apparent consequence, according to the purveyors of this
approach, Neural Audio and Harris
Broadcast. This implies that the watermark
remains inaudible after broadcast processing, and survives the digital broadcast
codec's compression so it can be interpreted properly by asurround decoder.
Because the watermark must remain
inaudible, this system is constrained as to
the data rate it can apply to the steering
channel. As aresult, the Neural steering
signal uses about half (or less) the data rate
employed by parametric systems for their
steering signals. This has caused some to
comment that the watermarked approach
provides less accurate imaging than parametric systems.
A potential downside to both the parametric and watermark surround systems is that
(for optimal surround results) they rely on
the stereo broadcast signal being adownmix
of the original 5.1 source, so it can eventually be recombined with the steering data to
extract the surround mix on surround-capable decoders. But the surround downmix
may not produce an aesthetically pleasing
result to stereo listeners.
(As described earlier, 5.1-channel music
produced today is generally mixed without
regard for downmix compatibility, since
the release formats usually include separate stereo mixes on the same disks. In
fact, the DVD-A format includes a "Do
Not Downmix" flag for multichannel content, and some record companies are routinely turning on this flag in their current
releases.)
Consider that it is likely stereo listening
will comprise the lion's share of the audience
for some time, if not always, so some engineers object to causing this potential problem
for the majority of the audience, simply for
the sake of aprobable permanent minority of
surround listeners.
As areaction to this, the parametric surround camp has developed an artistic
downmix option, by which a dedicated
stereo mix can be injected into the broadcast downstream of the parametric steering
signal generation in the airchain, so the
stereo listener hears the "regular" stereo
mix. But this can foil the surround decoding, thus potentially defeating the whole
point of the process.
Pick your poison
It appears that there is no clear winner
here, with each of the three proposed methods (matrix, parametric or watermark) having its respective set of pros and cons. The
NRSC and the World DAB Forum have
each begun to explore these options for possible standardization or recommendation,
but it is uncertain whether any single format
will be selected in either the IBOC or DAB
environments.
In fact, all of these systems as currently
configured can technically coexist, and
broadcasters could choose freely among
them. Stereo listening could continue, and
surround listening would be enabled if the
proper decoder were available on areceiver.
If multiple systems proliferated, it is likely
that receivers could incorporate multiple
decoders, just as many of today's home the-
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ater systems do for TV-audio surround (e.g.,
Dolby Digital and DTS).
The music industry — and radio broadcasters who produce their own original surround content — may also consider this
movement, and could adapt their stylistic
approach to 5.1 mixing such that aesthetic
compatibility of surround downmixes to
stereo and mono is more commonly assured.
If this practice does not occur, such acontent-compatibility problem could prove the
downfall for the nascent surround-sound
enterprise in digital radio.
The topic of digital radio surround will
naturally occupy much conversation in
upcoming months, but it is probable that the
ultimate choices - including, once again,
whether surround sound finally comes to
radio - will transpire in the marketplace.
Skip Pizzi is contributing editor of Radio
World.
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Audemat-Aztec
Eyes HD Radio
Market
Audemat-Aztec will introduce two products at NAB targeting the HD Radio market.
Naviboc is amobile metering unit for
coverage analysis of HD and FM signals. It
includes aGPS receiver for automatic mapping overlay.
GoldenEagle HD is amonitoring unit for
the permanent monitoring of the quality and
continuity of HD and FM signals as well as
PAD and RBDS data. An embedded spectrum analyzer is available as an option to
monitor power of the sidebands and other

parameters. Features include embedded Web
server and SMTP server for alarms notification and atouchpad screen. At the transmitter site, it can be used as aremote control
unit by adding up to 16 digital inputs, 16
metering channels and 16 relays outputs.
An AM version is planned for later this
year, and the FM version can then be
upgraded to include AM.
For information contact the company
in Florida at ( 305) 249 3110 or visit
www.audemat-aztec.com.
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Today Radio, Tomorrow Radio
and Day-After-Tomorrow Radio.
Analog, HD Radio, Datacasting, 5.1 Surround and beyond!
Only Broadcast Electronics can provide you with
easy-to- implement technical solutions for all
current—as well as upcoming—opportunities to
increase listenership and revenue. Our Total Radio
Guarantee"' is designed for the realities of radio,
including tight budgets. Your requirements are
fulfilled with fewer, more powerful operational
components. Content and data management is
seamless. Buy confidently, without the risks of
rapid obsolescence or unpredictable expenses.

•Transmission products with guaranteed
migration to next-generation HD Radio'''.
•Radio Data Dimensions - for datacasting via
analog FM RDS, HD Radio AAS and Internet
streaming.
•Management of secondary audio services,
including Tomorrow Radio
•Compatibility with standards- based surround
sound technologies from Fraunhofer, Coding
Technologies and SRS Labs.
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Radio Hobby Event Set for
March To 'Just Talk Radio'

Photo by Ralph Bra

Organizers call it the largest gathering of listeners to the radio spectrum —
"long- wave, medium- wave, shortwave ( broadcast, utilities, pirates), VHF/UHF,
FM, scanners, television and satellites" — in the United States, and perhaps the
world.
The winter SWL Festival takes place in the Philadelphia suburb of Kulpsville on
March 11-12. It's the 18th year for the event. About 200 attend each year. The
emphasis is on shortwave listening and broadcasting.
The event dates to 1988, when agroup of DXers met in Willow Grove, Pa.
For information, visit www.swlfest.com. The sponsor is the North American
Shortwave Association.

Attendee Ulis Fleming at last year's Festival.

Security
00.

ontinued from page 14

* * *
Adding a lock and hasp to a gate or
door? Reverse the position of the hasp, so
the screws are covered by the hasp, as
seen in Fig. 3.
You can see that someone has tried to
force the gate, and even bent the end of
the hasp, but could not get to the screws.
The intruder obviously gave up, and

moved on to easier pickings, maybe like
the door in Fig. 1.
Don't forget to add liquid graphite or
lubricant to locks at this time of year. You
can find them at any hardware store or
locksmith.
John Bisset has worked as a chief
engineer and contract engineer for more
than 30 years. He is northeast regional
sales manager for Broadcast Electronics.
Reach him at ( 571) 217-9386 or jbisset@bdcast.com.
Submissions for this column are
encouraged, and qualify for SBE recertification credit.

Fig. 2: Use '
dum-dum,' a modeling clay-like
compound, for sealing unused conduits.

Fig. 3: Install the hasp so it covers mounting screws to deter illegal entry.

Restored Collins
'Beauty' Now
Resides in Maryland
The Radio History Society, based in Bowie, Md., said it now has arestored Collins
300-G AM broadcast transmitter on working display, and retuned to the 160-meter
shortwave ham band.
"The 1,370-pound beauty was placed on the air for the first time on its new frequencies Jan. 8using the special call sign W3R as part of anationwide ' Heavy Metal Rally'
among radio hobbyists," the organization stated. The unit dates to 1951.
The transmitter had been recovered from WFOY's former broadcast site in St.
Augustine, Ha.
For information visit www.qrz.com/W3R.
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You'll Know You're
Hearin e _ood Things
withSehringer!
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Acclaimed Codec with 6-Input Mixer
and Stereo POTS Capability
It's true! For the first time, phase lock left and right audio channels
over two ordinary telephone lines to deliver stable and reliable 15 kHz
FM-quality stereo programming over POTS.TheTieline ¡Mix G3 digital
remote codec/mixer features afull six-input mixer ( 5XLR mic and 1RCA
line), and incorporates an expansion slot allowing broadcasters to select
from arange of new hardware modules, including GSM to landline
wireless, Stereo/Mono ISON, Stereo or Dual Mono POTS plus new IFB
and Telephone Talkback Caller facilities. You can also use one 15 kHz
mono channel for program audio and the other channel for arange of
communications including production/engineering talkback, telephone
coupler for live on-air callers and 7kHz voice/9600 bps control data. Md
'
mono POP'
IMIXG3

List S4,995.00 ( Includes Single Mono Module)

IMIXPOTSMOD List $895.00

Tielinen

Additional Mono Module

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL: 1-800-426-8434

VoKPro E2 -2-Track Editing Software
VoxP [2is agreat introductory, two-track digital audio recoder
that can be used on any laptop or desktop PC using most sound
cards. for fast, easy editing. It gets your audio cut and 'on the air'
right away, at agreat low price!
FEATURES:

Recommended Stucho Monitors

Behringer has developed aiine of affordable new passive staui.)
monitors, sold in matched pairs with individual revonse curves.
The fi2031P is amid- size speaker wifh a8.75" woofer, 150 watts
power handling and binaing post inputs. Priced as pair!
B2031P List $ 189.99

BSW Exclusive!
FREE Studio Boom
with Shure SM7B

4%

orly $ 1591!

•Automatically separates host/caller talk-over with Voiceelip
•Record instantly in any mode
•Shows 'just recorded file' in sound window ready .:
oedit
•Import/export popular file types including WAV and MP 3
•Stereo and mono record/playback
•East' keyboard and number pad operation
•Unlimited unidos and redo's remain for life of recording
VOXPROE2 List S179.00

LowestPrice only $ 149!

Shure SM7B Broadcast Mic

44

Y
O,
..1 KNOW tn smic -- atime-tested, all around best seller and performer.
Th? Share SM7B dynamic cardioid microphone is known for its warm
sound and urronounced proximity effect, and is an excellent choice
for the studio.. NOW get it for the GREAT low price of only $ 349, and we'll
throw n this F'roBoorr with ariser. Get 'em while they last!
SM7B List S619.51

LowestPrice only $349!

I.

Save Tons of Cash
with BSW Packs!

Spike Your Recordings
with Spike!
Mackie Spike
JS8 Recording
Interface with
Software
The Mackie Spike is a
:1-channel 24 bit/96 kHz
omputer recording system,
consisting of the XD-2LtSB
audio/MIDI interface and
Traction m...iltitrack recording
software. It indt.des the
Warmer Phase,1ST
' plug-in
by Nomad Factory with tube
§mulation, analog-type
phaser and pancing/vibrata

SENNHEISER

HUGE Value: 5-Pack Headphones
Five REAL Sennheiser HD202 headphones for $89.00? We're
not kidding! These durable, sealed-ear headphones provide
crisp bass response and good isolation. Powerful neodymium
magnets offer high sound levels with 18 Hz- 18 kHz frequency
response. Impedance 32 ohms. BSW has sold over 10,000 of
these popular headphones!
H0202PKG List $ 149.75

LOWestPrice

only $
89!!

4IP
HARDWARE FEATURES:

•
Two Mc/line/instrument inputs
•Highi-headroom mic preempt
-Onboard SHAFC dynam£s proce:sinu
•Onboard processing for full cnannel dynamics and EQ
•Low-latency monitoring even with effects software
SOFTWARE FEeuREs:
•Intuitive audio recording and MIDI setware
•Unlimited track count and ful; VS7 and VSTi support
•Drag-and-drop waveform editing
•Full automation capabilities
•Pitch shift, time stretch and full ReWire support
•Built-in sampler, reverb, chorts; delay, EQ and compression
•
Warmer Phaser VST plug in br Nomad Factory

4Pack Middle Atlantic Rack Shelves
These Middle Atlantic 2RU heavy-duty metal rack shelves hold
all your valuable recording and audio processing equipment.
Fits equipment up to 17-3/Kwide. Save aton of cash when
you buy the exclusive BSW 4-Pack for only $89!
U2PACK List S232.00

only $89!

Cool Comrex
POTS Codec
for Less!

SPIKE List $495.00
OR CALL: ' - 800-47,E-8434

Engineer's•Helpful Knt #43
Most of the tine, it's advisab,e to canry
extra batteries for your wireless mice.
But, sometimes, it: just as far portant to
have lorootten" tem.

0. 01 &Al VIM %I
Irtruelà 111
di&

Convex BlueBox Audio Codec
POTS codecs are those sorts of things that can save the clay e
aremote, and Comrex is the POTS codex-leader. The Comrex
BlueBrox combines ahigh-speed modem with adigital audio coriec
to produce 15 kHz audio from astandard dial line. For asaper
economical price you also get acellular hands-free interface «io send
high-quality audio over wireless services. And at just 1.5 Tos., it won't
weigh you down..
FE Are I•:S:

•Mic/Line switchable input
•Line 'teftel output on XLR; headphone output
•10 dbu input for connection to audio sources
•Inter -tag peak limiter
•Cellphone jack allows connection to cell phones
BLUEBOX List $ 2,800.00
OR CALL; 1-800-426-8-434

ACCESSORIES:

SMALLROADCASE $219.00

Lowest Prices on everything at: www.bswusa.com
B541 storks ahuge war

se

Same Day Shipping

Knowledgeable Staff

Free Shipping on Web orders over $ 189

LowestPrice,c_bbswusa.com
.,,;atiww‘aiswusa.
(silice

1-800-426-8434

errad .) it)r dq1.161r at Lowestr'ra ) chend.t..:cim
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TIPS

Field Intensity Measurement Methodology
Gather Your FI Meter, GPS Receiver, Topos
And Foul- Weather Gear Into the 4x4, and Read On
by Charles S. Fitch
Some time ago an engineer friend here
in Connecticut mentioned to me that he
had put a new AM transmitter online.
Jokingly Itold him that Iwould do a
field intensity measurement to note the
improvement and mark the occasion.
Grabbing the meter, Iobtained anumber
and e-mailed it to him in about aminute.
Did this 1.5 mV/m number mean anything? Not really. It told us only that, at
my desk, inside the office, there was 1.5
mV of radiation from this station available at the terminals of a 1-meter loop
antenna.
FIMs can, however, tell us a great
deal. Taken properly, they are valuable to
the integrity of our broadcast system and
your station.
Therein lies the rub. Most are not taken properly.

Logically and traditionally, these have
been located such that, when values are
correct, they demonstrate proper pattern
operation, protection towards affected
stations and rated antenna system efficiency.
On older directional licenses, there
usually is an MP for each maxima, each
protection null and any critical azimuth
towards aprotected station. On new and
more recent DA licenses, for the most
part, the FCC has only been requiring
MPs in the pattern minima.

are overhead wires nearby, they will
affect the field strength measurement
adversely. Find apoint clear of overhead
wires. Always check overhead before
each measurement.
The G2 on the PI FIM
Next, open the lid and turn on the
meter. Tips here assume you're using a
Potomac Instruments FIM.
Start by always checking the batteries
using the first detent on the FUNCTION
switch. If you are going to do a long
series of measurements, install fresh batteries when beginning.
Calibrate the meter every time you
take ameasurement. Begin by turning the

•Taken on a calibrated and accurate
instrument;
•Taken by someone who has knowledge of the methods and physics, and can
apply proper conduct and judgment to the
proceeding;
•Done methodically so that factors
such as weather, time of day, time of
year, ground cover and vegetation can be
rationalized uniformly;
•Taken accurately by time, location
and physical spacing;
•Well-annotated, concise and clear in
data and format;
•Repeatable for anyone who follows.
If you can't honestly say that you have
met the above criteria, why waste the
time taking measurements?
An MP on your side
Let's get down to AM cases.
Most FIMs are taken for one of four
reasons: to check monitoring points
(MPs) on adirectional antenna (DA) system; to proof out anew station or antenna
pattern; to arbitrate interference; or to
determine ground conductivity for the
purpose of an allocation study.
Although FCC rules specify the
methodology for taking these measurements and hence the qualities needed in
the measurement device, one AM FIM is
most widely used, the Potomac
Instruments FIM-41, in near-continuous
manufacture for more than 50 years,
along with its broadcast band-only predecessor, the FIM-21. The industry is
lucky to have such an accurate and
durable device.
Monitoring points for directionals usually are locations specified by the license
that require periodic monitoring to confirm that the directional pattern is formed
properly. Ordinarily the engineer tuning
up and proofing a DA selects practical
and definitive measurement locations
identified during the tune-up and measurement of each pattern. These are submitted to the FCC for approval and made
part of the license.

Photo by Christina Fitch

Criteria
To be valid, accurate, repeatable and
useful in the grand scheme of things.
FIMs for any service generally must be:

Calibrate before each measurement regardless of how desolate the location. Here,
Irotate my meter to identify apeak reading for WFIF(AM) in Milford, Ct.
In the case of a "zero null" antenna
system where the radiation in the direction of aprotected station is required to
come down to avery low level, MPs on
the slope of each side of the null are chosen instead of the null point azimuth.
This is done so that you are measuring
your station instead of the incoming signal from the protected station.
A handful of simple arrays, especially
for daytimers, are dinosaurs and can be
way out of adjustment yet still meet specification for the small count of MPs dictated by the license.
Most directionals, however, are critical
in at least one direction, and many have
super- critical tolerances in several
azimuths. For these, accurate MP measurements are amust; even afew feet of
variance from the specified point can
take you over the dreaded Maximum
Expected Operating Value (MEOV).
My humble suggestion to my DA
clients is to have custom surveyor stakes
made up in either hard wood or concrete
and install them exactly where the measurement point is located. The stake
should have the station call and the MP
number marked indelibly on it.
If you cannot do this, be creative and
find some way to make sure the same
spot is used all the time, every time. One
MP of a50 kW DA had an MP on agolf
course using the 17th green as the point.
We got the groundskeeper to reposition
the hole at the exact MP.
Once you get to your measurement
point, first and foremost, look up! If there

FUNCTION switch to FI (CAL TUNE)
and setting FULL SCALE ( the signal
level range) switch to an appropriate level for the anticipated signal strength that
you expect to obtain. Trust me, you will
not wear these gold-contact switches out.
Carefully tune in the station that you
will measure using first the MHz switch
to select the proper band, then the
RCVR (tuning) control. Rotate the FIM
as necessary or position it horizontally
to ensure that the indicated signal
strength from the station being measured is less than 10 mV. If the signal
strength is higher, the FIM will not calibrate properly.
Turn the FULL SCALE ( range)
switch to CAL and "zero beat" the reference oscillator either aurally via the
speaker or by peaking the meter with
the CAL OSC knob. Turn the FUNCTION switch to CAL NULL (reference
adjust) and null the signal from the reference oscillator with the GAIN knob,
which essentially sets the calibrated
gain of the unit.
Now return the FUNCTION switch to
FI and the FULL SCALE switch to the
appropriate range for your measurements.
Lift the FIM to just above your head
with the meter face perpendicular to the
ground. Rotate your body through 360
degrees several times until you have
identified the peak FI on the meter
(adjust FULL SCALE range if needed to
keep the needle on scale). Note the
approximate maximum reading, then

rotate the meter horizontally for a null
and note its value.
If the maximum- to- minimum ratio
does not exceed 10:1, some local phenomenon such as re- radiation may be
affecting the measurement. If this occurs
at alicensed MP, it may be necessary to
choose and license anew point.
Again rotate the meter for maximum
and determine as best you can if the
plane of the meter is oriented toward the
station. If it is not, a local phenomenon
may be affecting the measurement.
Specific data
Once you've determined that the
measurement is uncontaminated ( and
once you are no longer dizzy), step
carefully over the MP, maintaining the
same address towards the signal source,
and note the value accurately in your
daybook.
(A 1986 letter to the FCC on the subject of FI meter quadrature to the source,
and the response from the FCC, are
online. Go to ftp:Ilftp.fcc.govIpubl
Bureaus and click on Mass Media. Under
Databases, select documents_collection
and download the PDF 960110.)
In the case of contentious measurements, have witnesses. Let them see you
go through the exercise and the numbers
displayed. Have them record the field
strength independently.
Each point measured should be referenced to the name of the measurement
taker, date, time, weather and relevant
factors, such as snow cover, cranes working nearby or changes in surroundings
such as new houses, etc.
Unlike MPs, which are fixed in your
license until you turn it in or apply to
have it changed, surveying the signal
levels on a new antenna system is in
your hands except for the non-directional ( ND) portion of the submitted measurements.
This ND survey is aseries of close-in
measurements on evenly spaced radials
to determine just how non-directional the
individual typical tower in your antenna
system is and the efficiency of the nondirectional radiator. (In the next issue of
Radio World, Cris Alexander will write
on this topic; also see Jack Layton's book
"Directional Antennas Made Simple.")
Similarly, you must measure the
directional as well. These measurements
are taken in the form of aseries of radials. While it would be nice to do 120
evenly spaced radials, like your ground
wires, none of us is getting younger.
These radials are long and have many
points; our time to make measurements
is limited. We'll select just afew meaningful azimuths.
The choice of radials sometimes is driven by outside factors such as the presence of water (rivers, lakes and bays).
Major land obstacles such as tall mountains, cliffs or secured federal land — in
one case in Hawaii, acombination of rain
forest, cliffs and federal land — can
force us into compromise in locating
measurement radials.
At the least, we want to measure the
azimuths towards protected stations and
other evenly spaced directions to prove
that the antenna is running properly and
all protections have been furnished.
Natural wanderlust makes it tempting
to just grab the FIM, the compass and
some manly junk food, and take off in a
4x4 SUV on our odyssey of measurement. Don't waste your time. Once again,
"If you fail to plan, you plan to fail."
See FIM, page 20

Powerful Automation from BSI

Series 110
$9,999

Purchase a system from BSI with the confidence that you're buying years of research into what makes
an automation and hard-disk play out system reliable, powerful and versatile. Dell Computers with 3year on-site warranty, professional AudioScience multi- output sound cards and BSI software make a
great combination.
Our team of broadcast professionals installs and configures your software and hardware so that
everything is ready to run out of the box. We also include telephone training to help you get started
and the Series 110 comes with a full year of standard telephone support and software upgrades. For
added piece of mind, software mirroring synchronizes the two machines so that changes made on one
computer are reflected on the other.
BSI systems are used in stations across the US and around the world.

Thousands of users have discovered
how easy and versatile BSI software
really is. Test and try before you buy.

Broadcast Software International
1925 Bailey Hill Road, Suite A, Eugene, OR 97405
www.bsiusa.com 888-BSI-USA1 ( 888-274-8721) info(absiusa.com
Para el español, llamada Felipe Chavez, Distribuidor de los E.E.U.U.
(91.6) 368-6332

fchavez@ommedianet.com
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So let's plan. Iam sure every competent consultant has aderivation of the following system. But the fundamentals are
as follows.
'Art of the doable'
Either on computer or on paper hardcopy USGS topos, plot the station location and draw in the ideal radials that you
want to measure. This is acase of "the art
of the doable." You must make adjustments to these radial locations such that
the plethora of measurement points are in
locations you can reach practically and
legally.
Here's the procedure that has served
us well over the years. On the radials
you've drawn, circle the most likely measurement locations, such as anywhere a
road crosses the radial. Arrange this
material along with any support data
(such as local maps and helpful directions from the locals) in aform and size
that you can handle in the cockpit of a
car and without blinding the driver. Then
strike out, searching for each point using
map and GPS.
Often you will find that many of the
points you thought you'd use are inaccessible due to changes in topography,
development or map inaccuracies.
Perhaps they are unsuitable because of
obstructions, overhead wires or other
phenomena that contaminate the indication.
Don't note apoint's location, descriptor or coordinates until you have made a
successful measurement. This saves alot
of work.
Also, don't worry too much about
interval. Just try to hit every accessible
location. As mentioned, it's the art of the
doable.
One reason DOEs and consulting engineers get paid the big bucks is that they
have the ambassadorial skills to get things
done. They know how to obtain permission to take measurements on private

Tips
More tips from Bue Fitch for your
l'IM excursion:
Wear Polaroid sunglasses when it is
bright or glary.
• Drink plenty of water.
Allot lots of time.
• Take the time to be safe (e.g., don't
park the truck on ablind curve so
you shorten your walking
distance).
.f In rattlesnake country, stomp your
feet so they hear you coming.
• Relax, enjoy, make new friends,
explore the beautiful or at least
interesting countryside around
you.
• Don't be perplexed by the numbers
you take, or you will be tempted to
analyze and fudge them. Review
the data in the calm and quiet of an
office or hotel room in the relaxing
evening hours. Anomalies usually
make sense if you have taken
time to understand the system,
topography and conductivities.
• Repeat the above about 400 times
at 400 locations, and you have
the makings of agreat day.
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property that is normally off-limits. Learn
from the masters.
(Some states have extended eminent
domain power to allow land surveyors,
consulting engineers, registered
hydrologists and the like to take legal
measurements for the public good on
otherwise- private or governmental
properties. Check your state law to see
if you come under these auspices,
should you be cut off from critical
locations.)

Drive to the transmitter and personally
check the power output and DA operating
parameters so you know they are exactly
right. While at the site, zero your GPS
unit at the array center coordinates. Let
affected personnel know your whereabouts and goals for the day; be at your
first point at the appointed time.
For safety and convenience, do this
work with a partner. Because of the
expense and complications involved,
both of you should keep records of the

John Ramsey, DOE of Marlin Broadcasting, and Chuck Dube,
DOE of WFCR, wait for me to take the picture so Ican
take them to breakfast. After breakfast, we each have a radial to measure.
Once your points are selected, determine your measurement interval and
mark each carefully on the map(s).
Accurately calculate each point's coordinates and note these along with adescriptor, how to reach it by road or foot and
associate it with whatever numbering
scheme you choose to use.
Ideally, for consistency and validity,
your AM DA measurements on each radial should be taken with the same FI
meter, on subsequent days, in similar
weather and between the daylight hours,
starting no earlier than one hour after
dawn and one hour before sunset.
If using multiple FIMs in aproof or
measurement project, be sure to compare
the indications on all the meters and
ensure that they agree with one another
before embarking. When returning to remeasure a point or radial, use the same
meter.
Put your name on it
Take very good care of your FIM. Yes,
the Pis are rugged; but acraftsman takes
the best care of his tools. The cost of having a unit reevaluated, refurbished and
recalibrated is a minor one within abig
project. If your last recalibration was
over a year ago and the measurements
are important, remove this doubt from
the project and have it back to the factory
for avisit.
Hint: Mark your meter as to ownership
well (spray on your station call letters or
add durable "decalcomania"). Ask the
factory to put your ownership ID inside
the unit when it is apart and before the
calibration sticker goes on. These valuable meters must like to grow little feet
when we're not looking, because they're
always walking off. Mark them ostentatiously as adeterrent to theft.
These measurements take time and diligence, so maintain consistent work habits.
Tank up the 4x4 the night before; check the
oil and windshield washer fluid, tire pressure and Perrier supply. Get asolid night's
sleep. The next morning, eat agood breakfast and put fresh batteries in the GPS.

data taken. My favorite horror story in
this sort of work was a cup of coffee
spilling into my daybook, blowing away
two days of notes and labor as well as a
nice backseat cover job in the rental car.
The whole experience, however, can be
MARKET

gratifying. In "Apocalypse Now," Robert
Duvall's character Col. Kilgore says that
there is nothing more pleasing than the
smell of napalm in the morning. Personally,
Ithink it's getting that first FIM logged
while the dew is still on the ground.
In the footsteps of giants
No one is well served by inaccurate
Fls or those taken under dubious circumstances. Accurate data on your station's
field strengths is an excellent tool, probably the only reliable one you have to
ascertain performance, including longterm deterioration. It behooves you to do
your best job in taking and preserving
this data.
Further, extensive FIM data contained in elaborate or detailed proofs
will be used again and again over the
years by other engineers, drawn from
the FCC's records, as abasis for calculating local conductivities and expected
propagation.
It is comforting and instills confidence
to know the data was taken by a giant
such as Jules Cohen, Bill King, John
Battison or Donald Everist, to name a
few. If your work is of their caliber, you
have done asuperior job.
The author thanks W.C. " Cris"
Alexander for his help with this article.
Fitch calls Alexander " the Jedi master of
DAs."
Charles S. Fitch, W2IPI, is a registered professional consultant engineer,
member of AFCCE, senior member of
SBE, lifetime CPBE, licensed electrical
contractor, former station owner and former director of engineering of WTIC(TV)
in Hartford, Conn., and WHSH(TV) in
Marlborough, Mass. •
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Dielectric Has 'Hot-Switchable'
IBOC Combiner
What's a "Dibrid"? It's anew offering from Dielectric intended to help stations converting
to IBOC.
HDR Dibrid is atrademarked name for acombiner that does not use switches; the company says it permits "hot switching" that keeps broadcasters on the air as functions are changed.
"Prior to the introduction of our Dibrid, radio stations had to use fixed combiners and a
number of switches to provide HI) Radio broadcasts," said John Chapman, vice president
and general manager of broadcast products. He called that an " inflexible solution" that
required abroadcaster to go off the air to change functions.
The unit comes as astand-alone with two inputs and two outputs. "Depending on the
function, one transmitter or acombination of the two can be connected to the combiner's
inputs, while one output is attached to an antenna and the other to astation dummy load."
Transmission modes can be set up to direct the analog transmitter, digital transmitter or a
combination in various ratios to the antenna, with residual power directed to the load. The
unit also has on-board control for local or remote operation.
Chapman said the company is using "conventional components from existing military
technology" to provide broadcasters with amore versatile way to change functions without
interrupting service. Another benefit, it said, is longer component life.
For information contact the company in Maine at (207) 655-4555 or visit www.dielectric.com

Engineering Handbook
Authors Sought
Radio World contributor Tom Osenkowsky is among the engineering experts who
are coordinating work on the next version of the NAB Engineering Handbook.
The association has announced that the 10th edition of the publication is in the
works, with TV veteran Ed Williams as editor in chief. Also working on the project
are Graham Jones, director of communications engineering at NAB, and David H.
Layer, the director of advanced engineering for the association.
NAB has issued acall for industry leaders to contribute. " If you have relevant
knowledge and experience that you are willing to share, NAB is offering an opportunity for you to participate in this premiere publication as acontributing author."
The 10th edition of the reference book will contain new sections on advanced radio
and television, digital audio, video, and data technologies, "with emphasis on practical information for working broadcast engineers."
Potential authors should contact Ed Williams immediately via e-mail to handbookeditor@nab.org.
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Beethoven.com Hangs Tough
by James Careless
Beethoven.com bills itself as "The
World's Classical Music Station." However,
perhaps amore appropriate title would be
"Dot.com Crash Survivor."
The site has managed to stay afloat since
1999, when it first became acommercial
Internet radio station. Today, this classical
music Webcaster is breaking even through a
combination of smart budgeting, canny ad
deals and persistence.
"We're just waiting for advertisers to discover Internet radio the way they discovered
terrestrial radio 70 years ago," said Alan
Tolz, group vice president of Marlin
Broadcasting, which owns Beethoven.com.
"We don't know when this is going to happen, but at least we have the staying power
to wait."
History
Beethoven.com was originally the Web
site for Miami classical music station
WT1V1I(FM). However, by the time Marlin
Broadcasting sold WTMI to Cox Radio in
2000. Beethoven.com had evolved into a
bona fide Internet radio station, one with its
own programming, online identity and Webbased ad sales.
This said, Marlin Broadcasting's managers knew the market was not ready to support commercial Webcasting; especially
after the dot.com crash in 2000. This is why
they moved Beethoven.com's operations to
Hartford, Conn., not far from where Marlin
owned WCCC(AM) and WCCC(FM).
Then, in a "man bites dog" reverse, the AM
was renamed WTMI and turned into aterrestrial rebroadcaster of Beethoven.com's
Internet feed.
"Had we not found a way to link
Beethoven.com to aterrestrial radio station,
we would have had to run it with askeleton
crew." said Tolz. "However, by rebroadcasting our Web feed over WTMI(AM)'s 500watt signal, we could use the same staff to

Promotions and Program Director Nicole Marie
works in the Beethoven Radio studio.
program the site and the station.
"Since WCCC(AM) had been doing little
more than relaying WCCC(FM) at the time,
we didn't lose anything by making this
switch. In fact, we've been able to pick up
some new advertisers, because (the area) is
home to some affluent communities that
belong to the classical music demographic."
Technology
Today, Beethoven.com and WTMI(AM)
operate out of studios in the basement of a
two-story heritage house in Hartford, while
WCCC(FM) runs out of the second floor.
"We like to say that we've got Howard
Stern upstairs and Sir Isaac Stem downstairs," quipped John Ramsey, Marlin's chief
technical officer. Beethoven.com's music
feed is produced using Harris Impulse consoles. CD players and aBE Audio Vault digital storage system. It is mixed in live assist
mode from 6am: to 8p.m. Eastern — "to
serve our listeners during all national day

parts," Ramsey said — and in automated
mode the rest of the time.
Encoding this feed for the Web is not
complicated. "We simply send it through a
digital encoder to convert it into two feeds,
which then goes out from our studio via two
redundant, separately routed T-1 lines,"
Ramsey said. "This ensures that if one of our
phone lines is affected by `backhoe dropout,' our signal will still get out via the other
one."
The two feeds — 21 kbps and 96 kbps —
go to separate companies. The 21 kbps is
delivered to local ISP Veranet, which serves
it out free to 4,000 users at a time.
Meanwhile, the 96 kbps is sent to
RealNetworks, where it is sold as part of
Real's paid subscription services.
"We get ashare of Real's subscription
revenues," said Tolz. "They also cover the
bandwidth costs for the 96 kbps distribution,
whereas we have to pay for every single user
who logs on via 21 kbps."
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Alan Tolz estimated that Real pays
about $ 1,500 a month to Beethoven.
com. Although not aprincely amount, it
helps cover a portion of the combined
Webcaster/AM station's $6,500 monthly budget. Among these costs are
Beethoven.com's bandwidth fees — it
has to pay for each listener who connects to a 21 kbps stream — and "performance payments" on aper- user basis
to the RIAA.
"We make money from local advertising
on WTMI(AM), and about $ 1,000 amonth
from 'click-throughs' on our banner ads,"
Tolz said. "Every time someone clicks on
one of our banner ads, it takes them to the
advertiser's site. We get paid when this happens."
Beethoven.com has shopping links on its
site for CDAmigo (CDs), the Chopin Mall
(branded clothing, mugs and gifts) and
Naxos (CDs). Naxos is an important partner
because it waives performance fees for any
Naxos-owned music played on the site.
"Although we play music from other
labels — especially because 80 percent of
our selections are generated through listener
e-mail requests — we use the Naxos library
whenever possible," said Tolz. "This helps
keep our performance fees down."
Waiting for the wave
By pairing Beethoven.com with
WTMI(AM), generating subscription
revenues through RealNetWorks, selling
banner ads and striking a deal with
Naxos, Marlin Broadcasting apparently
has managed to make Webcasting a
break-even proposition. As aresult, when
advertisers finally grasp the value of
Webcasting, Beethoven.com hopes to be
ready to offer the audience they're looking for.
Until this happens, " we're treading
water," Tolz said. "We may even have to cut
back on some of our streams to keep our
costs under control. This said, we just
increased from 2,000 to 4,000 streams, to
keep up with listener demand. Maybe we
can motivate some of them to subscribe
through RealNetworks."
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certain language- specific alternate characters.
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directly in percent, with a built-in calibration utility to ensure accuracy.
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Station-Branded: For Love or Money?
by Mark Lapidus
"No question about it; we are gonna sell
some coffee."
It's your general sales manager talking.
"With the marketing power of this radio
station, Iwouldn't be surprised if we sold a
few thousand pounds amonth. Our brand
means alot our listeners; and since they
trust us, Ifeel certain we've got ahome run
on our hands. It's possible we might want
to branch out into other products after this
takes off."
If you've heard aGSM, AE or PD say
something similar, you know the punch
line. The coffee is greeted by listeners with
good cheer, but it does not, in fact, sell
thousands of pounds amonth. Why? Your
listeners love you as aradio station. They
don't, however, view you as amanufacturer of goods.
It's common sense if you think about it
for amoment. Can anyone imagine alistener saying: "Ilove that radio station. Ibet
they make great coffee!"
They see you
There is one excellent reason to conceptualize and take to market aradio stationbranded product: It's great visibility. In most
cases, though, don't expect to make big

ALEXANDRIA COFFEE COMPANY &
105.9 WCZCIEL
PRE:sr:NI-

CLASSIC BREAKFAST BLEND
FINE 4111311RIVIET

corirlow
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You can put your brand on just
about anything. But be realistic
about what you'll accomplish.
bucks off the branded product itself.
You can make money on branded products in ways we'll explore. First let's
examine a few common products that
work promotionally when branded with a

STATION/STUDIO SERVICES
WISHFUL THINKI NG SALES BOOSTER!!
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NATIONAL
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...but
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• Accurate weather forecasts 24/7
• Totally automated - no dubbing
• Works great with satellite or
voice-tracked stations
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radio station.
Ibegan with coffee, so let's stick with that
for amoment It's acool promotional vehicle for amorning show on aradio station.
Listeners get this right away. They wake up
with astation; they wake up with coffee.
Bingo. You won't sell thousands of pounds,
but at least it's fun.
In promotional copy, amorning showbranded coffee can have the same attributes
as amorning show: It wakes you up; it puts
you in agood mood; it can be enjoyed in the
car, at work and at home.
Ionce launched amorning show with a
"coffee" commercial describing the new
show through the coffee attributes. Iplaced a
radio spot schedule for this "coffee" on the
direct competitor. Then Ilet it air afew
times and called the local paper. The competition was not amused, but the market sure
was.
If you move forward with abranded
product, tie in acharity to receive some of
the proceeds for each sale. This adds anice
feel-good for the listener. The charity may
also be able to help you sell the product to its
members. If you shop around, you may even
find acharity that has its hooks into aretail
chain that can sell the product.
A station-branded hot sauce ties in with
that DJ of yours who has abit of an attitude.
It can be sold through alocal chili-oriented
restaurant
CDs with station performances or "best
of" seasonal collections will sell, to adegree.
The more unique the material — and the
more popular the morning show to which
the CD is tied — the better it will sell. But
sales on station CDs peaked around 1992,
when some songs still could only be found
on station releases. Downloads have weakened the station CD market further.
Station-branded beers can work for a
while. Initially you sell them in bottles or
cans; when sales slow, work out adeal under
which an area micro-brewery serves it on tap.
So where's the money? It's in the sponsorship of on-air mentions to promote the
product and in appearances the station
makes to sell the product.

Promo Power

by Mark Lapidus
For example, you can sell alocal coffee shop into branding your coffee with
you. That's got value to them because it
gets their name out and drives traffic to
their stores.
Selling it
Perhaps abeer supplier would like to be
the presenting sponsor of your morningshow CD release, complete with CD release
parties at bars.
Iwould be remiss if Ididn't mention the
sale of station-branded T-shirts, coffee mugs,
lighters, koozies, key chains, underwear,
hats, you name it — typical specialty items.
In the beginning these items will sell, at least
if you're doing it in conjunction with arock
or country station. But after ayear, when
hard-core station fans have made their purchases, sales dwindle. Eventually the station
or vendor will realize there's not enough
profit to make it worthwhile.
If your goal is to sell stuff cheap just to
get your call letters out there, that's noble;
but the project takes alot of effort, even
when you're just selling through your Web
site. Someone has to do fulfillment and deal
with the customer complaints, returns and
bad checks.
We also forget how well we've trained
audiences that we give away specialty items
for free. How many times have you heard
from alistener, "Hey, got any free T-shirts?"
The author is president of Lapidus Media.
Reach him at marklapiduseyahoo.com.
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A silent auction raised $ 13,000 for the Georgia March of Dimes, part of festivities at the recent Achievement in Radio Awards in Atlanta. Over nine years, the
Atlanta event has helped to raise $ 600,000 for the March of Dimes. The local
award board includes, from left, Andrew Saltzman and Bob Houghton of Big
League Broadcasting; Jessica Garcia of 360 Media; Tamala Edmonds of Clear
Channel; Joe Tuttle of Radio One; Simon Kornblit of March of Dimes; Melissa
Munro of Radio Disney; Bethany Esbrook and Christy Ullman of ABC Radio;
Brittney Gray of March of Dimes; Victor Sansone of ABC Radio; Liz Kennedy of
Metro Networks; Allen Power of Salem Communications; Tom Matte of Max20;
Jenn Hobby of WVAX/0; Nathan Phaneuf of Max20; Carol Armitage of Max20;
Tara Murphy of 360 Media; and Cheryl Ervin of Clear Channel.
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Tell us about your job change or new
hire. We're particularly interested in
hearing news about radio engineers and
managers. Send news and photos via email to radiowarldeimaspub.com.
Scott Trask was promoted to director of engineering for Jefferson-Pilot
Communications' Atlanta stations
WSTR(FM) and
WQXI(AM). He
succeeds Tom
Giglio. who continues to oversee
technical operations in the company's five markets as corporate
VP of engineering.
John Bisset
joined Broadcast
Electronics' marScott Trask
keting and sales
team as Northeast
regional RF sales
manager. He had
been sales manager for Dielectric
Communications.
Beasley
Broadcast
Group appointed
Mac Edwards
VP and director
of operations of
John Bisset
its Fayettesville,
N.C. cluster. He
was formerly VP, programming for the
cluster.
OMT made changes to its board of
directors with the addition of Bill
Baines, president of AML Wireless
Networks, as executive chairman.
Board Chairman Dr. Jack E. Peterson
retired from the board, as did directors
Ted Paley, Bruce McCormack, Scott
Farr and Kevin Hooke. Mark AhrensTownsend, Stephen Pumple and
Steven Stang
remain as directors of the corporation.
Staco Energy
Products promoted
Dave
McEllvein
to
Eastern regional
sales manager.
He had been
sales manager
for the power
Dave McElvein
quality products
division.
SOWS Inc. added Suzette Cappell
to its staff in the position of customer
service and sales support. She had
been sales administrative assistant
with Wheatstone Corp.
Heidi Raphael was appointed direc-

tor of corporate
communications
for
Braintree,
Mass.- based
Greater Media
Inc. She continues to serve as
director of group
marketing
for
Greater Media
Detroit, and administers
her
responsibilities
Heidi Raphael
from her Detroit
office.
AAA Entertainment added John
Ginzkey to its staff as general manager
of its Champaign-Urbana, Ill. stations.
He left his management role at Union
Broadcasting in Kansas City.
Entravision
Communications

named Chris Roman general manager
of its Las Vegas broadcasting properties.
He had been GM for the company's
Santa Barbara properties. Gabriel
Quiroz had been GM for Las Vegas, and
assumed Roman's role in Santa Barbara.
NextMedia promoted Floyd Evans to
GM of its Saginaw/Bay City/Midland,
Mich. radio cluster. He had been director of
sales there. ... Paul Kingman was promoted to GM for NextMedia's Greenville/New
Bern/Jacksonville, N.C. cluster.
Clear Channel named Gary Granger
market manager for Stockton/Modesto,
Calif. He had served as director of sales
in Melbourne, Fla. ... Sarah Simpson
was named director of sales for the company's four-station cluster in Sacramento,
Calif. She had been GSM for the cluster's KFBK(AM) and KSTE(AM).
Infinity Broadcasting promoted Karen

L. Mateo vice
president of communications. She
was director of
communications.
Robin Bryson
noted his 25th
anniversary
at
Delmarva
Broadcasting in
Wilmington, Del.
Bryson is "TrafficJan Nowak
watch" coordinator and fleet manager for the group.
Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty
reported that Jan Nowak, the fighter for
the Polish resistance during World War H
who went on to head the Polish service of
RFE for aquarter of acentury, died Jan.
20 in ahospital in his native Warsaw. He
was 91. e

Looking for a new Digital Audio System? Why not try the
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KVEG-FM - Las Vegas, NV
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Medialbee'h\-''
Broadcast Automation Software
Innovative has been the trade mark for OMT, with alist
of ideas and innovations that have set the stage for the
future of broadcast solutions.

"I've been building studios since Iwas " 3years
old iMediaTouch is far ahead of the others in
both ease of use and straight forward design
They also care about the quality of your product
-The Music
Jay Rose - Engineer
Jay Rose Engineering - HOT 97.5 KVEG Install

iMediaTouch features:
-Non-proprietary hardware use any audio card any PC
-Supports MP2 MP3 PCM WMA and Dolby AC3 ,

From our iMediaTouch broadcast automation system,
to our industry leading digital logger and our award
winning intertnet streaming software, our iMedia product
lines provide innovative choices for your group or station.

-Live Assist Satellite or Full Automation
-Complete website integration with XML or HTML oJtput
-On- Air Promo builder for on the fly promos
-CD Ripper and complete production tools for automation
-On- Air studio or Production studio Voicetracking
-On- Air Phone bit editor with full production capabilities
-Proven on XP Pro since 2002' Also supports Windo.ys 2000 & NT

Purchase iMediaTouch and we guarentee your station
will be prepared for the future cf radio - one that we are
certainly apart of.
s
20
ee ahost of new
features and products at
C ome

The Original. The Standard. The Innovator.

Call us Toll Free 888 665 0501 or visit www.imediatouch.com
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Radio, Beyond the ' Christianese'
by Paul McLane

However, he said, the " old model" of
Christian broadcast and ministry isn't working as well as it could today.
"The secular media has had afield day
with us, going back to the mega-ministry
scandals of the late '90s. We can't ignore
that. But we have this great opportunity. We
can't use the ' same old, same old' to communicate the Gospel message."

Christian radio is more than preachingand-reaching or Inspo, more than Third Day
or James Dobson, "How Great Thou Art" or
"Jesus Walks."
Christian radio is many things. What it
will become is even less defined.
Will formats shift? Where does the medium fit in aworld of the Internet, MP3 and
satellite? What should its business model
be? Can it overcome aging demographics?
Is "crossover" agood thing? Is Christian
radio guilty of playing "the same song over
and over" as secular radio is accused of
doing?
These were questions faced by attendees
as they convened for February's National
Religious Broadcasters convention.
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Teaching and talk continue to be astaple for outlets like
KAVX(FM) in Lufkin, Texas, last year's NRB Station of the Year.
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Female, and aging
The issues surrounding Christian
media seem to attract more attention
now. For instance, "60 Minutes" recently
featured a segment titled "Rocking for
Christ" in which the network reported
that Evangelical Christian entertainment
is a $4billion-a-year industry.
Within radio, Arbitron's Format
Trends Report supports those who say
the format is growing. In 1998 and ' 99,
the company's figures showed religion
with an average quarter hour share hovering around 2.1 or 2.2. By 2004, that had
increased to the 2.7-3.0 range (Persons
12+, Mon.-Sun., 6a.m.-midnight).

4
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"Here we are in the ' communications
ministry.' Are we communicating? Is what
we're doing today — in every break, program and announcer comment — related to
the target audience?"
If astation wishes to help listeners understand Old Testament and Hebrew writings,
fine — "but are you presenting that information in such away that nobody will lis-

The Fie e 'America's Home for Christian Pop' A bright, deep,
come min of Adult Christian hits, laced with praise and a 'twist' of
Gold Fish , Musically lush and family•friendly, The Fish Is your
perfect coast- to-coast companion ,
The Fish is presented in partnership with Salem Comm.'
leading provider of Chnstian-orlented radio, elect,.

,

"

Satellite radio is part of the new media landscape. Salem Communications
has aprogramming deal with XM, including its format 'The Fish.'
Statistics from Arbitron's "2004 Radio
Today" report also suggest unique challenges for religious programmers.
Women are almost 65 percent of religion's adult listeners. Thirty-seven percent of the audience is black. The format
skews older, with nearly athird of its listeners in the 55+ bracket, and another
quarter is 35-44. The average age of aP1
listener is 45. Programmers are asking
themselves where their audiences will
come from.
'Denny's test'
Dick Jenkins, president of EMF
Broadcasting, faces these issues at K-LOVE
and Air 1Radio networks. Christian broadcasting, he said, is "extremely healthy, and
there's never been amore dynamic opportunity since the ' Jesus revolution' of the
1960s" to reach more nonbelievers.

He said NRE1 delegates should evaluate
everything they do by asking whether it
reaches the intended target in today's cultural environment. When someone offers
Jenkins aspoken-word program, he submits
it to a "Denny's Test."
"Let's go to the Denny's truck stop, gather eight people in abooth and play apresentation of what the program would sound
like," he said.
"If we can get areaction of 'Oh, wow' or
'I can see how that might be relevant,'
we're accomplishing our purpose — not
that they will drop to their knees right there
and accept the Lord — though they could
— but that they listen rather than shut down
their minds. But if we play something that
uses language like 'anointed by the Blood
of the Lamb' and so on — what Icall
`Christianese' — they'll say, 'What are you
talking about?' ...

ten, because of the `Christianese' language
and delivery?"
Jenkins said broadcasters also don't realize they will soon have access to distribution systems of almost unlimited capacity.
While some worry about half-hour blocks
that may reach amarket of 50,000, there are
"250 million people with cell phones" who
soon will be able to watch movies while sitting in airport terminals.
"Shouldn't they be watching ahalf-hour
of Dr. Charles Stanley, or listening to audio
about Christianity, or reading an essay on
why Jesus Christ was not afigment of
someone's imagination?"
Beyond mechanics
Panelist Ron Harris says mechanics may
be important for broadcasters but the spiritual element is critical.
"That almost sounds ... unprofound for a
Christian communicator to say," he said.
"But we get so caught up in the technology
and demographics and format and hitting all
the breaks; and I'm not certain we're always
staying equally on the track of our own spiritual growth."
Harris is executive vice president and
CEO of Criswell Conununications/KCBI in
Dallas. The future, he feels, depends on gifted communicators with atimeless message
that yet can resonate in 211105.
"If we don't have people with acommitment to Christ and afresh message to God
meeting the needs of today, all the technology won't help. We may have awonderful
conveyor belt that works perfectly; but it's
got to have something on it"
In Harris' view, Christian radio is
challenged by financial realities, by
keeping competitive with commercial
stations, even by its own consolidation,
with ministries buying more and more
stations. Still, he says, "Ican't think of a
more exciting time to be involved in
Christian media." 4)
©National Religious Broadcasters.
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Ministers Face Modern Challenges
by Paul McLane
Dr. Ravi Zacharias, president of
Ravi
Zacharias
International
Ministries, is many things: a radio
host, an evangelical, author, globetrotter, philosopher, expert in cults. His
November sermon at the Mormon
Tabernacle was praised and criticized.

"To the critics who objected to my
being there," he wrote, "Isay that all
my life, as an apologist, Ihave spoken
across wide chasms of thought and
virtually to every major religious
group, sometimes at the risk of threats
and violence. Differences ought not to
keep us from carrying the truth to
everyone."

Dr. Ravi Zacharias, here at a book signing, says Christian radio
communicators must avoid a 'quicksand of structural maintenance.'
It was called historic, even by one
observer a " spiritual earthquake,"
because he was the first non-Mormon
to take the pulpit at the LDS Temple
Square Tabernacle in Salt Lake City in
more than acentury.

Zacharias, president of Ravi
Zacharias International Ministries, was a
scheduled keynote speaker at February's
National Religious Broadcasters convention; speaking to Radio World, he
said he wanted to challenge Christian
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communicators to understand the realities of the 21st century, including the
demands of daily life.
"Sometimes the structure into which
we get established takes so much of
our time to sustain that the priority of
personal and message preparation is
swallowed up in this high- paced life.
"I find myself in this quicksand of
structural maintenance. How do you
keep that from sapping the energy of
the soul — which you need, in depth,
to respond to the challenge of your
primary calling?"
He quoted John Stott of All Souls
Church in London, saying the " pastor's study" is now called the "pastor's
office." This may amatter of designation, he said, but is also a sign of
demands on the ministry.
Also challenging to Christian radio
broadcasters, he said, is inundation of
information.
"The ministry is affected very significantly. How do you keep up with
the issues, the personalities, the literature, the movie impact, the media
impact? Of all professions, we are
called upon to know more about more
issues; ultimately they all gravitate to
the spiritual hunger of our time."
Yet he urges broadcasters to identify their primary calling. Zacharias said
he is among those struggling to find
solutions.
"My primary calling is that of a
Christian apologist. Someone else
might be that of a scriptural expert, or
(in) a youth ministry or a ministry to
the home. We can't literally be experts
in everything. Find that primary calling, and excel in that.
"The bottom line is: Plan your day
well, or someone else will."
Material in this story is based on an
article in the NRB Daily News and is
National Religious Broadcasters.
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No matter what they're talking about, STAC is the best way
to manage your calls.
STAC ( Studio Telephone Access Center) puts you in control of
your talk shows, request/contest lines, call-ins and phoners with
great sound, ease of operation and scalable configuration.
Incorporating apair of Comrex high-performance digital
hybrids, STAC provides the most natural sounding telephone
audio — even when conferencing up to four callers.
The STAC system is available in six (STAC 6) and twelve (STAC 12)
line versions. Connect up to four control surfaces using standard
CAT5 cable — no custom cabling required. Best of all, STAC is
incredibly easy to use — anyone can master it in seconds.

Use STAG any place there's aweb browsed
If you have a computer, you've already got all the ,ardware and software
you need. Just log onto the intemet using a standard web browser — NO
SPECIAL SOFTWARE TO INSTALL — go to your STAC IP addresu, and you
are there! STAC ' EM from home, the studio or that great beach in Cancun!

Cool features include:
•STAC IP allows call control from multiple networked computers.
•Busy-All makes starting contests abreeze.
•
Auto-Attendant answers, plays your message nnd STACs
callers on hold. Great stress relief for screeners and ploducers!
STUDIO TELEPHONE ACCESS CENTER

Got Calls? Put Comrex On The Line.
e: 800-237-1776 • www.comrex.com • e-mail: infccornrex.com
Rand, Devens, MA 01434 USA • Tel: 978-784-1'76 • Fax: 978-784-1717
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Stations Enjoy New Monitoring Tools
by Lauren Rooney
Station monitoring services are giving
radio the ability to see the logs of their competitors and set up sales and programming
strategies to combat them.
Power 105.1 — Clear Channel's
WWPR(FM) in New York — began using
Media Monitor's AirCheck system last
August
"Our sales representatives can look at the
logs of other stations and see what accounts
and what categories are hot and who's not
advertising on our station," said Ron
deCastro, general sales manager. He told
Radio World that his station had seen "thousands of dollars" in success stories with

it announced it announced acontract to provide services for 130 Clear Channel radio
stations based on monitoring in 25 big markets. Radio CEO John Hogan of Clear
Channel characterized the deal as part of his
company's plans to create aless cluttered
environment. Media Monitors also is
expanding into newspaper monitoring with a
new service called PaperVue, and is looking
into services for cable TV stations.
A company spokesman said Media
Monitors has signed clients that include
ABC Radio Group, Bonneville, Buckley,
Clear Channel, Cox, Emmis, Greater Media,
Infinity, Inner City, Radio One, SBS,
Susquehanna, Univision and others, and that
the system also is used widely by Wall Street

AirCheck because the service helps his people put together stronger sales presentations.
"One of the things we look at is what the
client is buying," he said. "If you see something that isn't amatch, you can say to the
client, ' You're targeting women 18-34, but
do you realize one of the stations you're on
doesn't reach that group?"
Media Monitors President Philippe
Generali said AirCheck also can be used for
third-party verification.
"This solves the problem of affidavits
because you can listen to the audio of the
spot to be sure it aired as it was supposed
to," he said.
Media Monitors, asubsidiary of RCS,
unveiled AirCheck in 2003. Last November

U.S. Radio Responds to Disaster
Emmis
station
WQHT(FM) in New
ee regeorti--Cled--- -- e• TING,
York made headlines
A4PVC111-111p,
for its parody song
that mocked victims
of the December
tsunami. The station
Illaternaest from WQNT-111, NOT II?
and owners apolo0 .
Tsunami
Victim
Relief
gized.
Fund
But U.S. radio in
general responded
to help after the
a
tragic tsunamis of
December.
"Our radio stations partnered with
KMGH(TV),
Channel 7 here in
stoic win
me:me4
Denver," said Amber
Pope, director of
Are you aJunior Kingpin?
marketing for the
HOOT
Entercom cluster. Many radio stations, like ABC's VVJR(AM) in Detroit, worked to raise money for tsunami relief. But
"They brought all
Emmis station WOHT(FM) in New York and its Miss Jones morning team parodied the victims.
their cameras and
anchors here to our
studios from 3a.m. until 6p.m. on Jan. 7 $93,000," said Justine Love, director of
Listener-supported KEXP(FM) is affiliated with the University of Washington in
community/public affairs for the stations.
and we simulcast ' Colorado Unites:
"Donnie Simpson, apersonality on our
Seattle. On-air and online, the station
Tsunami Relief Day."
Rather than collect money for asingle
FM station, which plays hip- hop and
encouraged listeners to donate to Mercy
Corps and other specific charities. A link
charity, she said, the stations provided
R&B music, told listeners that anyone
information on 12 organizations includpledging at least $ 100 could make asong
can be found at www.kexp.org.
"We are also active with our worlding U.N.I.C.E.F. and the American Red
request. We also had recording artists in
Cross. Participating were KALC(FM),
the area calling in to pledge money."
wide listeners via e-mail," said Program
Director Kevin Cole. "Each of our Dis
KOSI(FM),
KQMT(FM)
and
WPGC(AM), which has a gospel
KEZW(AM).
music format, coordinated efforts with
has his or her own listener database, and
In Washington, Infinity Broadcasting
Jack Johnson, county executive of Price
we made appeals that way as well."
took aslightly different approach.
George's County. Money collected on air
Locally, KEXP sponsored benefits
"We
held
a ` Radiothon' on
and from station Web sites went to benewith the musicians' community at ateen
club called The Showbox.
WPGC(AM/FM) and raised about
fit the American Red Cross.
In Moultrie, Ga., air personalities at
WHBS(AM) called on listeners to make
donations to the Red Cross. President
Ron Sailor stated that it was time for
people to stop talking about the news and
become part of the news. The station
raised more than $ 2,500 during a
telethon.
National Association of Broadcasters
President Edward O. Fritts praised local
radio and TV stations for donating airtime for victims. "This is a tragedy of
epic proportions, and local broadcasters
from coast to coast are responding with
on-air appeals to help victims of this natural disaster," he stated in early January.
Project Concern International provided adownloadable, 60-second public service announcement available at
www.projectconcern.org.
Tidal waves washed through houses at Maddampegama, about 38 miles
south of Colombo, Sri Lanka, Dec. 26, 2004.
— by Ken R.
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analysts who cover radio.
Other station monitoring companies, such
as Mediaguide, Media Base and Audible
Magic, have made headlines with their radio
station monitoring services, either pending
or on the market
As reported in Radio World earlier
("Someone Out There Is Listening," Aug.
11, 2004), systems vary in how they present
information, but all gather the information in
basically the same way. Field and Web
recorders capture audio and send it to acentral computer. Using either audio "watermarks" or audio fingerprints, the audio is
sorted and placed on the monitoring company's Web site in data form. The information
is available in real time and can be broken
down by daypart, client, market or radio station. The client also can hear the audio that's
posted on the site.
At Y100, Radio One's WPLY(FM) in
Philadelphta, Program Director Jim
McGuinn
is
using
Mediaguide's
StationMonitor to track how songs are doing.
"Programming is amix of art and science, and this helps with the science side of
things," said McGuinn.
Mediaguide, created by ASCAP and
ConneXus Corp. in 2002, unveiled
StationMonitor last October.
"Accurate, reliable and timely information is critical for the kinds of decisions radio
stations make on aday-to-day basis," said
CEO George Searle. Further, Mediaguide
said in February it would be rolling out a
new monitoring service for radio stations.
Click-click
McGuinn no longer has to take the time
to roll acassette on the competition to hear
what they're doing. He logs onto
Mediaguide's Web site and, with afew
clicks of amouse, sees what stations are
playing in real time. He can use the service
to make sure his staff is following format
correctly and get ahandle on what stations
in other markets are playing.
"When we have amusic meeting we listen to asong then go to the Web site to see
how it's doing," he said. "We get an accurate picture of where arecord company's
project is and can cut through the record
company's propaganda."
Station monitoring is becoming ahot
trend in broadcasting.
ConfirMedia, adivision of Verance Corp.
in San Diego, is offering amonitoring system to CEOs of radio companies. Its marketing focuses on third-party verification
via Ad-ID digital codes in broadcast commercials for verification and reconciliation.
"Currently there is no tool out there that
allows the broadcaster system to talk to the
advertising agency's system and update
change orders," said Steve Saslow, CEO of
Verance Corp.
Audible Magic signed adeal with Mass
Radio Inc., aHispanic radio consulting
company, to use its technology to launch a
Spanish radio monitoring system.
Mediabase, adivision of Premier Radio
Networks, monitors radio record airplay in
140 markets and will soon offer spot verification.
The technology is meant to help stations
do alittle client prospecting, make sure
invoices are correct and stay on top of the
hottest songs.
DeCastro, who doesn't mind if the competition is monitoring him, said it's not
meant to replace the human touch.
"I always tell my people that competing
stations should be able to come into your
office and go through your files, and it won't
make adifference; because the difference is
how well you know your clients and the
ideas that you pitch them," he said.
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They Don't See the Sky Falling
by Scott Fybush
The threat of satellite radio? Howard
Stern's defection from the terrestrial airwaves? Teenagers turning to their iPods for
entertainment? FCC fines galore?
Never mind all the negatives.
Programming executives, at least those who
assembled for asession at last fall's NAB
Radio Show, seemed to feel the outlook for
good old radio is sunny and bright.
"I think radio's in tremendous shape,"
said Pat Paxton, senior vice president for
programming at Entercom. "Ithink we're
lucky to be in the business we're in. People
still need to listen to radio to find out what to
download," he said.
The gathering came at atime of big
changes, including Stern's announced move
to Sirius Satellite Radio.
"I'm glad we've already absorbed that
blow," said Tom Owens, senior vice president for programming at Clear Channel
Communications, which pulled Stern's show
off its stations last spring.
"Howard certainly signals to me and to
my company the need to develop live, local
talent so we can control our own product
and our own destiny," said John Dickey,
executive vice president of Cumulus Media,
which doesn't carry Stern's show on any of
its stations.
The challenge of developing the next
Howard Stern is one that radio executives
have been grappling with for years. Mary
Catherine Sneed, chief operating officer of
Radio One, said her company had begun
answering that challenge with amonthly
"PD college," in which promising employees learn programming skills from experts.
In addition, Sneed notes that Radio One PDs
have begun doing regular airchecking sessions with all of the company's air talent,
including — and especially — part-timers,
whom Sneed says have been grateful for the
feedback.
On the booming Spanish-language side
of the business, Univision Radio President
of Programming David Gleason said "local"
has been the key word for his stations since
the group's start under Mac Tichenor half a
century ago.
"Spanish radio is more dependent on
local talent, due to the fact that no two markets are exactly alike," Gleason said.
As aresult of that local emphasis, he
says, the group is somewhat insulated from
the potential for listener erosion that some
English-language broadcasters now worry
about.
"As long as there is contact with the listener, Idon't think any station has anything
to fear," Gleason said.
Know the younger listener
To the extent that his English-language
counterparts are concerned, it's fickle
younger listeners who keep them awake at
night.
Entercom's Pat Paxton said radio needs to
make aconcerted effort to make itself hip
again.
"When's the last time anyone here did a
12-24 research study?" he asked. "Until we
as an industry decide being hip and cool to
the younger demos is important, it's not
going to happen."
Radio One's Sneed said satellite broadcasters are doing abetter job of marketing to
those young, Internet-savvy listeners than
most of their terrestrial counterparts.
"I get afreakin' e-mail from XM and
Sirius every day telling me what they did,"

Sneed said, "and Iwonder why the Radio
Advertising Bureau doesn't do aPR campaign like that for radio."

W

Radio One stations tell local programmers
how important it is to them to hear their
music on the radio for the first time, acon-

hen's the last time anyone here
did a 12-24 research study?
— Pat Paxton

Sneed says many of the hip-hop and
R&B artists who get their big breaks on

cept she believes would be aperfect theme
for such acampaign. (Radio groups have

subsequently launched apromotional campaign called " Radio. You Hear It Here
First.")
Univision's Gleason blames advertisers
for the lack of attention radio pays to
younger listeners, saying there's little
demand from the advertising community for
audiences younger than 18 or older than 55.
"If there were ademand from the advertisers, we would provide programming for
it," he said.
On the other side of that chicken-and-egg
equation, Cumulus' Dickey called on other
programmers to create the sort of programming — "big imaging, big production" —
that will appeal to younger listeners.
"What we do and what we don't will
determine how (younger listeners) are introduced to the medium," Dickey said, noting
See PDS, page 29
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Marketing Intelligence on the Cheap
On-Site Surveys Can Help Stations
Cut Into the Cost of Doing Research
by Joe Dysart
One of the Web's successes has been
the real savings the medium has brought
to market research. Some stations are
among companies cutting the costs of
market research while increasing customer participation in that research by
using e-mail and Web pages as survey
tools.
According to Joanna Belbey, president
of Direct Response Marketing in
Brooklyn, N.Y., atypical e-mail survey
costs about half that of aconventional,
mailed survey, response times are cut to
about a week and return rates can be as
high as 50 percent.
Not surprisingly, those metrics have
turned more than a few heads in corporate America. In 2003 this resulted in the
catapulting of at least two e-mail survey
solution providers into the fastest growing companies in the United States. Web
Surveyor (
www.websurveyor.com) made
Deloitte Technology's Rising Start Fast
500. Perseus (
www.perseus.com) made
the Inc. 500 List of Americas Fastest
Private Growing Companies.
"It's not easy for a young company
to get traction in the technology marketplace, let alone report such phenomenal revenue growth," said Mark A.
Evans, national managing partner of
Deloitte's Technology, Media &
Telecommunications Group in 2004.
"It's acredit to WebSurveyor's leadership that they've managed to ramp up
their business so quickly."
Versatility
A recent browse around the Web found
anumber of radio stations put these tools
to use, many of them noncoms.
KJIC(FM), anoncommercial station in
Santa Fe, Texas, was leveraging Web surveys to distill Web visitors' favorite type
of music. KMOU(FM), in Roswell,
N.M., owned by Roswell Radio Inc.,
used surveys to get a better handle on
visitors listening habits and preferences.
KUFM(FM), a noncom in Missoula,
Mont., reached out to listeners with a
Web survey inquiring about how the station can do better.
Other stations conducting similar Web
surveys include noncom KDAQ(FM) in
Shreveport, La., and KUSP(FM), based
in Santa Cruz, Calif.
Perhaps one of the most extensive
radio industry surveys we found on the
Web was hosted by noncom WCLK(FM)
in Atlanta. With an extremely detailed
and probing survey, WCLK delved
deeply into virtually every facet of participants' listening habits, preferences, opinions on the station's NPR affiliate —
essentially, the full gamut over nearly
every aspect of the station's image. (At
this writing, the survey was no longer
posted.)
Probably one of the major factors
behind the success of the new survey
medium is this ease of versatility, the
ability to research quickly — or exhaustively — depending on need and budget.
Firms are using e-mail surveys to
access the efficacy of advertising campaigns, test new ads, distill customer
awareness and attitudes, and float trial
balloons for new products and services.

Plus, the electronic missives are suitable
for product evaluations, feedback on Web
site design and functionality, as well as
employee feedback applications.
In addition, e-mail surveys have
grown more sophisticated during the past
few years, offering firms tools for soliciting respondents and analyzing results.

KMOU Listener Survey

ei,KMOO
1o4:7 fin

you can use to do your own customization.
Given that so many solution
providers are competing for your business, you'll also have no problem
locating free, detailed white papers on
how to design and implement an online
survey.
Some of the best of this ilk, for
example, can be found at Perseus
Development (www.perseusdevelop-

It's your turn to make KMOU the best radio station on the planet. We would like to hear from you. We
are Roswell's best country, and want to stay that way. Please take time to fill in the survey below. Your
feedback is very important to us. Thanks for participating.

Sex: e Male

Female

Age:I Under IS
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Fiord often do you listen to CHOU> ( hours per day)
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What time do you listen the most ,
5»7. men
—

earn -

Where do you listen the most ,

What are your favorite songs' Artists ,

Did you find it easy to get around our website ,
• Yes

KMOU uses surveys to get a better handle
on listening habits and preferences.
Some of the more advanced e-mail
survey solutions enable firms to personalize each survey with up to 20,
user-definable fields. In practice, that
translates into being able to address
each potential respondent by his or her
own name, and include up to 19 other
personalized facts about them in asurvey to ensure the recipient does not
feel like anonymous drone in some sort
of spam-fest.
Teacking
More advanced surveys solutions
now track who actually received asurvey, who clicked on links embedded in
the survey, who forwarded the survey
onto a colleague or friend, and who
responded to the survey.

ment.com). Here you can find " Survey
101 — A Complete Guide to a
Successful Survey," "Seven Steps to a
Successful Web Survey" and " Web
Surveys — For Knowledge, Lead
Management and Increased Traffic,"
among others.
Once you've analyzed your data,
you can get some extra mileage from
your efforts by releasing select results
and insights from your survey to the
media. In doing so, you can position
your company as an industry authority
and in the process, win friends in the
press corps.
"Surveys and surveys are valuable
publicity tools because they tip off
reporters to emerging trends," says
Joan Stewart, a publicity consultant

F

irms are using e-mail surveys to access the
efficacy of ad campaigns, test new ads,

distill customer awareness and attitudes and
float trial balloons for new services.

Such solutions enable a station to
embed a survey within its newsletter,
and add automatic triggers to existing
customer or sales support systems to
enable you to send surveys after specific events of your choosing.
Many survey packages will automatically graph your survey responses,
create multiple sub- reports based on
how one or more questions are
answered, and offer simple and multilevel data filtering based on all question, data or system data points.
Essentially: if you can dream up apersonalized way you want to slice and
dice your data, chances are one or
more of the solutions providers already
has atool do so or can offer you tools

and founder of The Publicity Hound
(www.publicityhound.com). "Often,
they provide nuggets of information
that don't take up a lot of space. Or
they can result in longer news or feature stories, as long as they don't
sound like blatant self-promotions."
Stewart says companies looking to
get publicity from their surveys should
make sure those surveys have authentic
news value. Company Web sites that
already generate agreat deal of traffic,
for example, may want to ask visitors
their opinions on emerging industry
trends or their favorite products within
the industry.
Even more valuable — to both survey participants and the news media —

are surveys that include some followup phone call interviews with participants, which are used as the basis of
quotes and further insights that can be
sprinkled liberally throughout the final
document.
"Many people will be pleased that
you asked them to participate," Stewart
said. "They will also want to read the
report once it's done, which gives you
asecond chance to contact them."
Sampler
The popularity of Web-based surveying
has spawned acottage industry of Web service providers eager to help companies conduct surveys online.
Many provide these services for free in
exchange for free advertising space within
the survey form. (For more info, type "free
surveys" into any major search engine).
Others sell in-house packages for under a
$100. And still others will host your online
survey on their own computers for anominal fee.
You'll want to take alook at the spectrum
of survey software packages and service
providers before you decide what will work
best for your station. Here's asampling of a
few, all of which have earned anumber of
accolades in the PC press:
• EForm, $ 59, by Beachtech
(www.beachtech.com): This is a handy
service that will collect data both on the
Web, as well as via forms that are emailed to each individual participant. An
"open system" package, Beachtech says
the results of its surveys and surveys can
be deposited in any company database.
Surveys and surveys with FORM are
hosted Beachtech servers, so your IT department will not have to create special scripts or
programming to run the survey from your
Web site. Instead, Beachtech's server
encodes the survey responses, and e-mails
the results to your company's database.
• EZSurvey ($ 399), by Raosoft
(www.raosoft.com): EZSurvey offers 12
generic question templates (write-in, multiple choice, etc.) to help ease first-timers
into the world of online surveying. Plus, it
includes its own database module that
helps users analyze and manipulate results.
The program auto-generates the necessary CGI-scripts needed to host asurvey or
survey on your company's server. And the
program is designed to automatically read
responses and send the results along to your
company database.
•WebSurveyor, by WebSurveyor ($449$3,000) (
www.websurveyor.com): Like
Perseus Development, this firm was singled
out as one of the fastest growing small companies in 2003. It offers an extremely
sophisticated Web surveying solution, featuring all the bells and whistles, and then
some.
•SurveySolutions XP ($ 995), by
Perseus Development (
www.perseusdevelopment.com): This package is
designed to work like a word processor
for developing surveys and surveys, and
will render aquestionnaire for use on the
Web, via e-mail, fax, telephone and similar data collection formats.
Like many service providers, Perseus collects data on its own servers, and forwards
the data for integration into acompany's
database software using its SurveySolutions
interface. Recently, the company added an
advanced statistics capability for users looking to vigorously manipulate data from survey participants.
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Poker on the Radio
Stations can take advantage of recent
interest in poker through a new audio
feature, "WPT Poker Corner."
The World Poker Tour is seen on the
Travel Channel; the 60-second feature is
aimed at radio and the Internet. It is syndicated by 4th Street Media Group, run
by former network radio executive Dan
Forth, under a licensing deal with WPT
Enterprises Inc. It includes tips and trivia
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about the card game, betting strategy and
tournament news. David Stein will host
the audio feature.
"The content will cover such topics as
poker schools, player profiles, how and
where to enter tournaments, poker etiquette, poker book reviews, poker magazines, poker news, playing strategy and
life on the World Poker Tour as well as
interviews with players and commentators," the syndicator stated. The feature
also is airing on XM Satellite Radio and
Audio Feast.com.
Forth is former president/CEO of Sony
Worldwide Networks; he has held management positions at Launch Media and
ABC Young Adult Radio Networks. He
said more than 50 million people play
poker in the United States.
For information visit www.worldpokertour.com.
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The top radio advertisers of 2004 in 25 of the top U.S. markets,
as tracked by the AirCheck service from Media Monitors.

Clonie Gowen keeps a poker
face at aWPT Ladies Night' event.

PDs
Continued from page 27

how network television has used reality programming to change its stodgy image and
attract younger viewers.
One key, Dickey believes, is to hold lis
tener panels to help 30- and 40-something
programmers connect with the mindset of
teenagers.
Another key, says Clear Channel's
Owens, is his company's "Less Is More" initiative to reduce the amount of advertising
clutter, replacing the standard 60-second
radio spots with 30-second spots and placing
them in shorter, more frequent clusters.
It's agoal Gleason supported, saying stations will succeed when they "can create and
never violate an expectation that you are
never more than atolerable time away from
an entertainment element."
And what of the danger of still more FCC
fines, perhaps even against the very air talent
who provide those entertainment elements?
"I think we have to be careful how we
define 'talent, — Dickey joked.
But Clear Channel's Owens says the possibility of fines being levied directly against
onair personalities does pose athreat to the
broadcast medium, if fine-conscious shock
jocks head for the safer terrain of satellite
radio.
"I don't think many of us could afford to
pay those fines," he said. "It's abad time for
us to be leaking talent like asieve."
That notwithstanding, Dickey echoed the
overall mood of the panel in assessing the
outlook for radio.
"I think you're going to see alot of people who will regret some of the things they
said ... predicting the doom and gloom of
radio," Dickey said. te

E

VERY SO OFTEN A BOOK COMES ALONG that is better than all the rest. One that stands
out among the crowd, and is used over and over again. Sabre Site Solutions' new
Product Catalog is aclassic components catalog. The most comprehensive catalog in
the tower industry, it offers everything from pre-engineered structures to tower components
and accessories. With kitted product offerings, an expanded antenna mounting section and
product information to make your purchasing decision easier, Sabre Site Solutions' catalog
is amasterpiece among component catalogs.

Request your copy of this great classic today.

cin
0,
Sabre

Site Solutions -

A Division of Sabre Communications Corporation

Call loll free

1-866-4-A- TOWER (866 428 6937)
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Get the Most Out of Your POTS Codec
establish asolid connection is setting the
codec at afixed rate if this feature is available.
Performance and Avoiding Common Problems
"For example, if you originally connected
at 24 kbps, set the unit at the next lower rate,
When using borrowed lines, it's imporby Tom Vernon
i.e. 21.6 kbps. By doing this, if the line
tant to disable call waiting by adding *70 to
degrades during the broadcast, you will
the beginning of the dial string. There is no
Despite advances in remote technology
already be at the lower rate. This enables
way to disable call waiting on an inbound
and the availability of competing approachyou to maintain optimum performance of
call, so check by dialing into the line in
es, including ISDN, IP streaming audio and
question while the codec is connected on a your codec by holding the line connection
satellite telephones, the broadcast POTS
with no dropouts."
call.
codec, now almost adecade old, serves at
He cited an instance in which acustomer
Dave
Powers,
co-founder
of
Minuteman
many stations as an essential tool for events
that broadcasts NFL games from Pittsburgh
Communications in Boston, says one way to
such as sports broadcasts and coverage of
to Mexico on POTS would connect at 24
avoid problems with poor-quality dial-up
local news.
kbps; but after 30 minutes or so the line
lines is to connect the POTS codec to an
Perhaps not as cool or sexy as some of
would drop to 21.6 kbps.
ISDN line. Since most audio quality limitathe other options for getting asignal back to
"He found this out by getting to location
tions are in the local loops at each end of the
the studio, the codec that uses "plain old
early and testing the line. Therefore, for the
call, it makes sense to eliminate the one
phone service" provides quick, affordable
broadcast he set the codec at afixed 21.6
between the studio and the telephone comaudio connections via the near-ubiquitous
kbps and had no problems with the broadpany. In order to do this, at least one of the
medium of adial-up telco line.
cast, which at times could last well over
"B" channels must be configured for "alterEquipment manufacturers and power
three hours," Morris said.
nate voice/data" capability when the line is
users have devised numerous tricks to
Corrosion of terminals is acommon
ordered.
squeeze maximum performance and reliabilproblem, particularly in locations near the
Powers said aspecial type of terminal
ity from the POTS codec. We talked to sevocean. The oxidation doesn't have to be visiadapter is also required, one that converts
eral, seeking tips for Radio World readers.
ble to cause noise or flaky circuits. Bobo
ISDN to POTS. An economical example is
said that acan of De-Oxit should be packed
the ADTRAN Express 3000, which proPound it home
in every remote field kit.
vides aPOTS connection to an RJ-11 jack,
Rolf Taylor, applications engineer for
Another tip from Bobo is for stations
and provides dial tone, ringing and call
Telos Systems, says to reduce the time it
to hold on to their permanent telco loops.
progress tones just like aregular analog line.
takes for the network to make your connecA switch on the ADTRAN box switches
In some parts of the country, the phone
tion, add a "#" at the end of the dial string.
company is already making way for
between POTS and ISDN, although it may
The "#" acts as a "send complete" signal,
DSL, and won't install any new ISDN
take acouple minutes for the box to handtelling the switch it can process the call
shake with the ISDN before the circuit is
circuits.
rather than waiting for more digits. Doing
Kevin Webb, president of Tieline
ready.
this can save afew seconds on most local
Technology, offers these suggestions for getcalls, and 10 seconds or more on internationting set up when you don't know what types
Last line
al calls.
of lines you're dealing with. Connect an
Kris Bobo, vice president of development
Connection problems sometimes can be
inexpensive palm phone to the line and
at Convex Corp., said that with the advent
solved by using adifferent long-distance
check for adial tone. If there is atone, press
of fiber and digital technology, the quality of
carrier, or reversing which end places the
1and listen for the any noise, hum and
telco lines has improved considerably over
call. Even if the same carriers are involved,
the past 20 years. But it's that last mile of
crosstalk in the background. If there is no
the routing of the call may be different.
dial tone, Webb said, you either have adead
copper that seems to cause most of the probProper circuit balance is key to maintainline, or adigital line which you cannot use.
lems.
ing an acceptable noise floor on telco cirIn the worst case, you've destroyed a $ 10
Telco line characteristics change over
cuits. Both sides of the line should be termidisposable phone, rather than damaging an
nated identically. Taylor adds that it is also
time due to temperature, humidity and other
expensive codec.
conditions. Therefore it is agood idea to disimportant to use twisted pair cable. Avoid
In instances where adigital phone system
connect the codec from the line and reconlong lengths of flat modular cable to extend
or PBX is the only option, Webb recomnect if possible in the middle of a long
the POTS line to the codec. For runs longer
mends the Konnex Office Konnector.
remote. Another tip is to be conservative
than 10 feet, make up your own extension
Costing about $ 110, the Konnector connects
with POTS codec use.
cords from Cat-3or better twisted pair cable.
"If the line adapted down, it did so for a between the phone's handset and the POTS
Even
the
non- twisted
quad
codec, enabling asafe connection for the
reason," she said. "If you try and force it to
(red/green/black/yellow) common in most
codec.
work at the higher rate, the problems are
older installations should be avoided. Taylor
likely to return."
recommends bypassing this wire and plugCalling Cairo
Mike Morris, sales manager for ATA
ging twisted pair cable directly into the jack
Audio, agreed and said, "Another way to
International calls can bring ahost of
on the network interface.
unique problems. Taylor recalls astation
remote from the Dominican Republic to
White Papers and Resources
Chicago. It turned out that calls between
these locations only had audio in one direcATA Audio
tion, regardless of the long-distance carrier.
www.ataaudio.comIpagesItechsupport.html
ADPCM coding was being used, limiting
the performance to 14.4 kbps. On the third
Comrex Corp.
day of the remote, a Monday, quality
www.comrex.com
improved to 21.6 kbps. Taylor speculates
•Modem Line Checklist
that many of the tourists had left, thereby
•All About POTS Codees
reducing traffic and making better circuits
•GSM Wireless Info Booklet
available.
•Phone Line Basics
Webb reports adifficulty getting satis•Tips For Correcting Bad Phone Lines
factory lines from the United States to
Cuba. Due to the embargo between the two
Musicam USA
countries, there are no direct telephone conwww.musicamusa.com, under Tech Tips
nections. In at least one case, the calls were
being routed via Spain.
Telos Systems
While a logical approach to trouwww.telos-systems.comItechtalkidefault.htm
bleshooting will solve most telco problems,
•Troubleshooting the Public Switched Telephone Network
Bobo recalls afew situations where creativ•How Do You Tell the Telco the Problem Is In Their Network?
ity and thinking out of the box saved the
day.
Tieline Technology
In one case, astation had satisfactory
www.tieline.com/support
performance from adial-up line during the
•Tieline Precision Modem Technology Stabilizes POTS Codee Reliability
day, but performance degraded the same
•The Application Of Stereo/dual Mono POTS Technology
time every evening. Investigation revealed

Experts Share Practical Tips for Improving

35 Groups
Embrace

Koor Tower Case
Could Se

TECHNOLOGY FOR MANAGERS
that the lines passed aturkey farm, where
solid-state dimmers controlled the lights in
the barn. The RF interference from those
dimmers turned out to be the problem.
Bribing the farmer with movie passes to
keep the lights off till the evening broadcast
was finished saved the day.
In another instance, astation doing a
remote from ahotel lobby had intermittent
line problems that were traced to noisy
brushes on an elevator motor. Once the
offending elevator was identified, the
"emergency off" button was pulled, and an
"out of service" sign posted on the door.
Codees occasionally are used for applications other than remote broadcasts. Webb
cites several instances where stations have
used the devices as STLs, both for short
hops and long-distance connections. In a
few cases, the connection has been in place
for ayear or more without the need to periodically reconnect to maintain quality.
He also said the criminal justice system
uses POTS codees so that court reporters
can take depositions from witnesses without having to leave the court house. Closed
captioning is another application for
codees, so the transcribers can listen to TV
audio while at another site.
A different perspective on POTS comes
from Art Constantine, vice president of
business development for Musicam USA.
"As the radio industry heads toward HD
Radio transmission with final broadcast bit
rates as low as 48 kbps (or lower), and with
the employment of various compression
stages for intermediate program transmission and storage," he said, " the use of
POTS codees at the originating end of a
radio broadcast can and will severely
degrade the quality of the final broadcast
product
"Consider an uncompressed, linear
mono audio signal requiring about 750
kbps, encoded at, say, 24 kbps to squeeze
through aPOTS line. With no other coding
present, it's astonishing how good it sounds
— OK, music excluded. But put aPOTS
codec anywhere in an audio chain along
with other low bit-rate coding, and audio
degrades, audibly.
"This may be OK, considering the alternative of no audio at all, or the cost and
planning needed for higher rate circuits,
like ISDN or high quality-of-service IP networks," he continued. " But Ithink it's
important to remind broadcasters that,
although POTS lines are ubiquitous, a
determination of how much you can crunch
the audio before listeners opt for their iPods
instead should be made."
Constantine said that as algorithms
become even more efficient at transferring
intelligible audio at ever-lower bit rates,
products will continue to emerge to co-opt
the technology. "And yes, someone will
invariably use these products as astudio-totransmitter link, all the while, wondering
where their listeners have gone." •
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Digital Processing at Analog Price
Broadcast Warehouse's DSP-X Processor
Is Lightweight, Clean and Made for Tweakers'
by Stephen M. Poole, CBT, CBNT
With digital signal processor chips
becoming ever more powerful and less
expensive, it doesn't take agenius to predict that broadcast audio processing will
move almost entirely into the digital
domain over the next decade. When it's
done right, digital processing can sound
amazingly good, subtly shaping your
sound in ways that analog processors
can't even attempt.
Not everyone does it right. The devil is
in the details — or more accurately, the
algorithms used to control the audio levels on the way to your exciter or digital
encoder.
The DSP-X processor from UK-based
Broadcast Warehouse takes advantage of
the latest DSP chips to offer expert processing, including simultaneous and separately limited digital and analog outputs,
for much less than competitive digital
processors.
Given that we use digital processing at
all of our stations nowadays, Iwas anxious to test the DSP-X.

parameters and three small pushbuttons
that are used primarily for menu navigation. There are LED meters for the multi-

digital. BNC connectors provide pilot
and composite output; a third BNC
allows you to inject SCA material. An
AES/EBU sync input is provided.
Under the hood, the DSP-X has multiple 24-bit digital processors, 128 times
oversampling, two stages of four-band

either limiter to drive the XLR outputs.
Broadcast Warehouse recommends that
the look-ahead output be used with digital streaming. The digital and analog outputs can each be optimized for digital
streaming or on-air broadcasting, and can
be used simultaneously.
I had tried this unit earlier with
Version 1of the software. After Ibegan
testing, Version 2became available and I
downloaded it. Upgrading the software
can be done from any computer with a
decent communications program, such as
Windows' own Hyperterminal. It takes
about five minutes.
For my tests, Iconnected the DSP-X
to an Inovonics modulation monitor and
used headphones to monitor both the
direct audio outputs and the output from
the Inovonics unit. My input source was
a Denon CD player. Ialso listened
through JBL studio monitors for some
tests. Armed with several CDs ranging
from classical to metal, Istarted playing
and listening.

This screen shot shows a
feature that lets the user solo'
each of the four bands,
listening to each separately,
to precisely fine-tune a mix.

band processing, input and output levels.
There also is an excellent remote control
interface; more on that in amoment.
Under the hood
On the rear panel are RS- 232 and
The DSP-X is surprisingly small and
NET/LAN remote control ports, as well
light. lt fits into a single rack space and
as an additional DB-9 connector for
weighs about 2lbs. If you've ever thrown
remote switching. For convenience, there
your back out lifting an old Optimod,
is one more RS-232 port on the front,
you'll love the DSP-X; the AC cord that I useful if you don't feel like digging into a
used was heavier than the unit.
rack at the transmitter site.
The front-panel controls consist of a
The input and output jacks for audio
single multipurpose knob for adjusting
are XLR types for analog and AES/EBU

AGC and two limiter sections. One limiter is atraditional "brick wall" type for
the FM stereo composite generator; the
other is a look-ahead type with different
dynamics.
The FM stereo generator is hardwired
to the brick wall stage, but you can select

The front panel control functions
aren't difficult to use. Iquickly figured
out how to load presets, change parameters and adjust the input and output levels. But where this system really shines
is when you use the Windows- based
See DSP-X, page 32

with the best monitor and the most accurate test set.
PRODUCT

GUIDE]

illbruck Offers Willtec Panels
Dyed by Colortec Process
SONEXclassic Colortec Panels from illbruck Architectural Products are featured in light gray and adeeper charcoal gray. The company says they have a
modified anechoic wedge design that enables sound control, and the geometric shape of the panels' surface pattern allows for optimum deflection of
sound waves. Flat panels without the convoluted surface pattern can be cus
tom ordered.
In illbruck's Colortec process, the company's Willtec foam is impregnated
with dye. It says dye penetrates the entire thickness of each panel, enabling a
consistent look when pieces must be cut to fit around conduit of other
obstructions.
The two- inch-thick Colortec panels measure 24 by 48 inches and are
mountable to awall or ceiling using illbruck's AcouSTIC water-based adhesive. The company says the panels can withstand moisture and humidity
without warping, swelling or sagging.
Additionally, illbruck offers acoustical ceiling tiles, baffles and other noise
control equipment, such as Squareline metal ceiling tiles, Harmoni and
Whiteline ceiling tiles, Contour wall and ceiling tiles and Prospec barriers
and composites.
For more information, including pricing, contact illbruck in Minnesota at
(800)662-0032 or visit www.illbruck-sonex.com.

The FMM-2/FMS-2 series monitors provide an even greater
degree of measurement than ever before.. You can measure
S/N below 90 dB, You can measure crosstalk below 85 dB, You
can

measure

separations

of

better than

measure frequency response to
can

measure

distortions to

dB,

You

can

better than 0.25

dB,

You

lower than

70

0.01%,

and

much

more.. Our uncluttered panels and autoranging voltmeters make
these measurements a dream.

IMELAR

ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
119 LANCASTER AVENUE • PO BOX 76 • DEVON, PA 19333-0076 USA
(6101687-5550 • FAX ( 610) 687-2986 • WWW.BELAR.COM

Call, write or FAX for more information on Belar AM, FM, Stereo, SCA and TV monitors
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DSP-X
Continued from page 31

remote interface, new for Version 2 of
the software. The DSP-X system gives
you more control over your sound than
any comparable processor I've ever
tried, and the Windows-based interface
lets you do it all in a point-and- click
graphical environment.
The screen shot on this page shows
just one of many neat features: you can
"solo" each of the four bands, listening to
each separately, to precisely fine-tune
your mix.
Sound?
Now for the part you've been waiting
for. How does it sound? In five words,

March 2, 2005
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however you want it to.
Generally speaking, the DSP-X is very
clean, with tight bass and clear highs. To
get the exact sound you want, the DSP-X
comes with several presets that can be
used to get it working out of the box; if
you like, you can then tweak these as
desired.
With Version 2's Windows- based
interface, you can easily sit down and
fiddle until you get just the sound you
want. The remote control program can
use either RS-232 or TCP/IP. Irecommend the latter. With the TCP/IP interface, you can adjust the unit from anywhere; all you need is an Internet
connection and the Version 2 software
installed on your PC.
This processor is worth considerably
more than the asking price. It sounds
good, is as flexible as ahot rubber band

and can drive digital and analog outputs
simultaneously, each with its own limiter optimized for that use. This is perfect for astation that streams audio onto
the Web; there's no need to buy aseparate processor.
The user's manual is adequate, but
could use alittle more work, such as better illustrations and walk-throughs for the
less technically inclined. However, the
team at Broadcast Warehouse was
responsive to questions via email.
If you're atweaker, you'll find alot to
love with this unit. The ability to individually tweak each of the four bands, and
even better, to "solo" each band so that
you can listen for artifacts, is excellent.
This processor has features Ihaven't seen
in processors costing much more, but
there's no way Ican list them all here.
This doesn't mean you have to be a

Product Capsule:
Broadcast Warehouse
DSP-X Processor

Thumbs Up
,/ Lightweight, small
= ,/ Little heat
Attractive blue LED display / Excellent remote-control capabilities
Field-upgradable

Thumbs Dow.

1

-./ The documentation
needs attention

Price: $3,600
CONTACT: Broadcasters General
in Florida at 1352) 368-5092 or
www.bgs.cc.

gadget freak or ahacker to use the DSPX. The provided default presets will
work for most situations. Simply install
the DSP-X and choose the one that best
suits your programming.
Stephen M. Poole, CBT, CBNT is chief
engineer, Crawford Broadcasting,
Birmingham, Ala.
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Lynx Has Aurora
Rackmount
Converter,
32-Channel Mixer

Scott Studios' SS32 and Maestro systems support IBOC high- definition broadcasting
and data services via the PAD interface. Every new SS32 and Maestro system
includes turn-key HD compatibility.

More than 4,600 stations currently rely on Scott's bullet-proof digital automation
systems for broadcast. Simply activating the DataServices solution for your Scott
system ensures PAD capability with no additional fees.

Visit www.scottstudios.corn, www.computerconcepts.biz or www.dmarc.net to
upgrade your Scott system today, or call 888- GET-SCOTT to discuss how our
systems will make your station sound perfect in high definition.

Scott See4:04

Maestro
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Lynx Studio Technology says its
Aurora line of digital audio converters
offer audio quality and control in single-rack-space, eight- and 16-channel
modes. The Aurora 8 and Aurora 16
feature 192 kHz analog-to-digital and
digital-to-analog conversions, with
front-panel control of muting and sample rate options. Extended functions are
accessible via computer with the Lynx
AFS16, or by infared using compatible
laptops and handheld Pocket PCs.
Front-panel controls include sample
rate selection; sync source selection;
analog/digital output source, selectable
from analog inputs, digital inputs or
LSIot inputs; 16 channels of input and
output metering; single- or dual-wire
AES selection; and indicators for
SynchroLock jitter reduction status.
The rear has MIDI In and Out connectors and an LSIot bay, for the use
of optional ADAT, Firewire and other
audio interface cards.
Aurora's 32-channel digital mixer
provides routing and mixing options.
The company says Aurora acts as its
own patchbay-style digital router, and
can route signals between analog and
digital inputs on achannel-by-channel
basis. Mixing capability on each output also provides zero latency monitoring. The AES16 offers detailed metering of channels, and enables Aurora
scenes to be saved and recalled.
For more information, including
pricing, contact Lynx Studio
Technology in California at ( 949)
515-8265 or visit www.lynxstudio.
COOL
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OMT's iMediaTouch digital delivery
system complies with Sarbanes-Oxley
legislation by enabling air logs that
cannot be tampered with, which
ensures that the commercial playback
affidavit cannot be made fraudulent.
The company says its iMediaLogger
provides further assurance by capturing a 24/7 audible affidavit of what
played on the air, including the mic
skims of station talent.
iMediaLogger is a software- based
audio logging, archiving and storage
system, which the company says
replaces maintenance-intensive equipment used for logging, time- shift
recording and skimming, such as DAT,
reel-to-reel and cassette tape recorders.
iMediaLogger works with automation
systems, switchers, satellite receivers,
external closure devices and silence
alarms.
Features include the ability to record
up to 12 audio sources simultaneously

SS32, Maestro
Offer Support for
Sarbanes-Oxley,
Surround Sound
Scott Studios, now a subsidiary of
dMarc Broadcasting, says its SS32 and
Maestro digital
systems offer
Sarbanes-Oxley Compliance support.
Sarbanes-Oxley is a bill passed by
Congress that requires public companies to provide verification and
accountability for stated revenues and
profits.
In broadcast, the company says, this
translates to verification of ad revenue, including gross billings, verification of delivery (broadcast of advertisements) and proof of tamper-free air
logs. Ryan Steelberg, president of
dMarc Broadcasting, says this act has
been interpreted differently by various
auditing firms such as Ernst & Young.
KPMG, etc., but that many broadcast
groups are starting with encypting/protecting the air logs against human editing or modification post-broadcast.
The Scott Studios Sarbanes-Oxley
Upgrade consists of two components:
a free software upgrade to SS32 and
Maestro for existing customers, which
enables the creation of tamperproof air
log files; and the dMarc Network
Upgrade, which generates broadcast
group-level reports showing which stations have activated tamperproof logging, those that have not and arunning
history for each.
Additionally, the SS32 and Maestro
systems include support for HD Radio,
featuring Program Audio Data and 5.1
or 7.1 multichannel surround sound.
For more information, including
pricing, contact Scott Studios in
Dallas at ( 888) GET- SCOTT ( 4387268) or visit www.scottstudios.com.
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A screen shot of the iMediaTouch LogTools module's tamper-proof log.

and the ability to split each source into
four streams; continuous recording
mode; and compression technologies
like MPEG Layer 1, 2 and 3, PCM,
Windows Media Audio and Real
Audio.
OMT says it has added features to
version 2.5 of the iMediaLogger, such
as an enhanced graphical user interface
and the ability to split stereo devices
into left and right. Additionally, the
system's Web server can now be configured for access through firewalls
and Internet routing devices.
The company also touts version
2.5's greater compatibility with
recorded files and third- party audio
editors.
For more information, including
pricing, visit OMT Technologies at
www.imediatouch.com.

DIGITAL RADIO IS
IN OUR FUTURE.
WE'RE CHOOSING
MOSELEY Ti SR.
Introducing the Starlink SL9003T1
Whether you're
rolling out HD Radio' or
planning astudio move,
look to the name you've
trusted for over forty
years to now provide the smart choice in Ti STLs.
The new Moseley Starlink SL900371 has all the payload
advantages of digital—including, bi-directional program audio;
Ethernet LAN/WAN extension; transmitter remote control;
plus, telephone voice channels—delivered over asingle Ti link
or license-free Spread Spectrum radio.
And consider this, the Starlink is priced nearly a third less
than the competition.
How can a Moseley Starlink SL9003T1 possess so much
capability and still save you money? Just ask our industryrecognized experts Dave Chancey or Bill Gould for the details.
Starlink SL9003T1 Digital SIL.
Good choice.
Dave Chancey
13dl Gould

wmg.moseleysb.com
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Sanken Offers
Mics Suitable for
Speech, Resistant
To Wind Noise
Japanese microphone manufacturer
Sanken offers a gooseneck condenser
mic designed for broadcast speech
programs. The company says the CUS101B uses atransducer and DC- biased
condenser capsule, enabling a clear
sound for the voice.
To isolate vibration from a table,
the mic features a shock absorber that
uses acombination of foam rubber and

metal spring. Resonance of the shock
absorber is set to lower than 20 Hz.
Sanken says the mic is unaffected
by humidity thanks to a titanium
diaphragm.
Three gooseneck lengths are offered
for the CUS-101B: 130, 240 and 300
mm ( roughly 5, 9-1/2 and 12 inches).
Optional accessories include a urethane windscreen.
Sanken's MS-5CL and MS- 7C
omnidirectional dynamic mics feature
an aluminum voice coil and magnet
transducer. The company says these
mics are resistant to high wind noise,
and suitable for talk programs with a
DJ.
The HAD- 48 is a mic preamp for
dynamic mics driven by 48 V phantom
power fed from a side mixer mic
input. It does not need batteries, and it

has + 20 and +40 dB selectable gain
and gain select switch. HAD-48 does
not pass power to its input, and therefore cannot be used with normal condenser mics unless they are self- battery-driven.
For more information, including
pricing, contact plus24 in California
at ( 323)
845-1171
or
visit
www.plus24.com.

PDAudio Records
For Ten-Plus Hours,
Transfers Data to
PC, Mac
SankenS CUS-101B
gooseneck condenser mic.
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All Industry Opening Ceremony —
Distinguished Service Award Recipient
April 18. 2005

The future of electronic media takes shape at the NAB
show. Join thousands of future-focused professionals

Lowry Mays
Chairman of the Board
Clear Channel Communications

from more than 130 countries around the world as they

Sponsored by:

ideas, and sharpen their competitive edge. NAB2005

MultiMedia World Keynote Speaker
April 113, 2005
Hector Ruiz
Chief Executive Officer
AMD

March 2, 2005

gather to discover cutting-edge tools, discuss new

will showcase the latest innovations from every facet
of television, radio, film, video, audio and multimedia
technology in an event unlike any other. If you work in
the world of electronic media — Your future starts here.

«Le
—
RTNDA Paul White Award Recipient
April 18. 2005
Charles Osgood
CBS
NAB2005 • Conferences: April 16-21 • Exhibits: April 18-21
Las Vegas Convention Center

Core Sound describes its PDAudio highresolution two-channel field recorder as a
recording system for PDA, laptop and display. The hub of the system is PDAudioCF, aType 1 (extended) Compact Flash
S/PDIF interface with optical and coaxial
inputs. PDAudio-CF can be mounted in
PDA
hosts
that
run
Windows
Mobile/Pocket PC, or used with laptop and
desktop computers running Windows XP,
2000 or Linux.
PDAudio records continuously at 24/96
for more than 10 hours and is able to transfer audio data to alaptop/desktop computer
(PC or Mac) via removable solid-state
Compact Flash memory cards, removable
PC Card hard drives, CF Card Micro
Drives, high-capacity external hard drives,
SD Flash memory cards and via wired and
wireless local area networks.
Core Sound also offers its High End
Binaural mics, featuring two Danish Pro
Audio 4060 or 4061 capsules, which the
company says are matched to within 1dB.
The package includes abattery box, custom
cabling, DPA DMM0004 mini detachable
mounting clips and connectors.
The mics have asatin-black shell. Beige
and white colors are available by special
order. Core Sound says the shell is smaller
than ajellybean or pencil eraser at roughly
1/5-inch in diameter and 1/2-inch long. The
mic cable enters the shell from the bottom.
Removable light-duty foam windscreens
are available in black.
A shielded 1.6 mm cable exits the base
of each mic. The cables from the two mks
are bound into asingle cable approximately
12 inches from the mics. The cable runs for
six feet and terminates in amulti-pin locking mini-XLR plug, which connects to the
battery box. Also connected to the multi-pin
plug, in a"Y" configuration, is atwo-foot
cable terminating in agold-plated, stereo,
1/8-inch mini-phone plug. Other connectors
can be supplied upon request, including
XLR, RCA and 1/4-inch phone plugs.
For more information, including pricing,
contact Core Sound in New Jersey at (888)
937-6832 or visit www.core-sound.com.

Las Vegas, Nevada USA

Radio Luncheon

www.nabshow.com

Keynote Speaker
April 19, 2005

Submit Letters

John Gage
CoFounder and
Chief Researcher
Sun Microsystems
Hall of Fame Inductee
Jack Buck
KMOX/ St. Louis
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THE WORLD'S LARGEST ELECTRONIC MEDIA SHOW
Luncheon sponsored by:

MASCAP

How to

Radio World welcomes your point
of view on any topic related to the
U.S. radio broadcast industry.
Send letters via e-mail to
radioworldeimaspub.com,
with
"Letter to the Editor" in the subject
field; fax to (703) 820-3245; or mail to
Reader's Forum, Radio World, P.O.
Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041.
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Mounting Arms for
Flat-Screen
Monitors
Innovative Office Products, manufacturers of mounting systems for LCD
monitors and keyboards, debuted aseries
of flat- screen mounting arms for one,
two, three or four flat- screen monitors.
Monitors are lifted off of desks and can
be adjusted in any direction. The company says the mounting arms offer
ergonomic benefits to on-air talent and
radio studio staff.
The series includes Model 7500,
which supports one monitor up to 42
pounds; tilts more than 200 degrees;
offers 16 inches of vertical movement;
extends 27 inches; and folds up into
three inches. Cables are integrated
inside the arm.

The Model 9124 features two side-by-side fiat
panels that can be positioned independently.

The Model 9120 dual side- by- side
pole mount offers up to 14 inches of
extension on the standard arm, with a
tilt mechanism that enables over 200
degrees of tilt — upward, downward
and portrait to landscape viewing
modes. It provides 200 degrees of rotation at two pivot points.
The 9124, part of the Euro series,
also holds two monitors side-by- side.
Its dimpled pole allows the monitors to
be held in position without slippage
over time. The company says its design
allows nearly three inches of space
behind the panels, which can be moved
up and down in one inch increments
along the 12-inch pole.
For more information, including pricing, contact Innovative Office Products
in Pennsylvania at (
800) 524-2744 or
visit www.lcdanns.com.

DK-Technologies
Adds MSD100C to
Audio Meter Line
Danish
manufacturer
DKTechnologies offers the MSDIO0C, an
addition to its range of Master Stereo
Display audio meters. The company
says the unit is aimed at the broadcast
market, particularly small studio applications and secondary workstations
where there is a need for a meter that
gives important information about the
stereo signal.

When it comes to HD Radio for AM,
you really have only two choices.
And BE's ASi 10 is both of them!
The MSD100C features a color
VGA screen and comes with two audio
input pairs, one stereo analog and one
AES-3 digital input channel. It accepts
up to 96 KHz on the digital input and
has 24- bit AID. Presets include two
PPM's analog input mode, two PPM's
digital input mode and four PPM's
both analog and digital mode.
The meter also incorporates an
audio vector oscilloscope and a
phasemeter, which enable the engineer
to determine at aglance what the audio
material is doing. For example, when
determining if the stereo signal is
mono compatible, the screen shows a
straight line if the signal is a pure
mono feed, whereas a ball- like figure
indicates stereo from the inputs.
Additional features include a level
meter with user- definable scales and
reference levels, wall-plug power supply and aquick- start user's manual.
For more information, including
pricing, contact DK-Technologies
America in Phoenix at (
800) 421-0888
or visit www.dk-technologies.com.

There is no reason AM should be left behind in the industry's transition to HD Radio - . And when you
make the transition, your first choice is an advancec BE AM transmitter with our ASi 10 signal generator.
A complete solution that generates AM and HD Radio simultaneously, with precise time
alignment for blending, the AS I10 has an easy-to- use touch screen interface for monitoring and control.
Own alate- model transmitter from another manufacturer? You may not need to settle for less—odds
am that the ASi 10 can be integrated with your current rig. Contact BE for details.

Progrann Generation &
I
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Dala Generation &
I
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Broadcast Electronics, Inc. • eI
00 North 24th Street, Quincy, Illinois 62305-3606 U.S.A.
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i-17) 224-9607 • E- Mail: bdcast@bdcast.corn
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Studio Fits in Overhead Compartment
A Portable Studio Featuring Vintage Gear
Is Crafted for Voice Talent's L.A. Clients
by Steve Sisk
VANCOUVER, B.C. Ihave been, at
times, atheatrical and concert technician
— working with the likes of from Mel
Tormé, U2, Bruce Springsteen and the
Royal Winnipeg Ballet — an actor, producer, talent agent and photographer.
These experiences have given me arather
unusual skill set, one that is put to the test
as Iwork daily with voice talent David
Kaye as his technical director/personal
manager.
We came to the realization that we are
not simply selling David's voice talent,
but rather — and most important in the
TV/radio imaging field — a sound.
When David's engineer Chris Larke and I
set up the studio in L.A., we tried to
replicate the sound with modern gear, but
it just didn't work.
We tried acheaper mic from the same
company, which gave anice sound but
not the one we wanted. We unsuccessfully tried digital effects racks to compress
and equalize the sound.
We needed the same gear in L.A. as
we had in Vancouver.
Excess baggage
By the time Icame on, David had
been using the same mic chain for six
or seven years, and that sound had
become his brand. Once he saw that
the time commitment required for
auditions in L.A. was going to take a
significant bite out of his schedule, he
realized he needed a studio there \ to
cover his clients on L.A. days.
We didn't automatically go with the
same equipment being used in L.A.
because it is rare, delicate vintage gear.
The Neumann U67microphone, the
UREI LA/3A compressor/limiter and
the Neve 1066 EQ have not been manufactured for at least 30 years. The
price on each piece is several times
higher than their modern counterparts,
but the sound they make together is
warm, unique and perfectly tuned for
David's voice.
When David spoke to me a few
months ago and asked me to create a
truly portable version of his studio, I

was filled with panic. The idea of lugging this delicate gear around was
frightening. The weight looked like it

Neve that served as our backups, so I
pulled them from our rack and used
them for the portable studio, which in
fact gave us added security in case of a
almost 20 pounds and would take up
fire in the Vancouver studio. If there's
half the portable case.
After a great deal of research, I a fire, he can just grab the case and
head out the door — taking time to
found that Spain-based AEQ manufacgrab his wife and kids, of course.
tured amuch smaller and lighter ISDN
The Neve, originally designed to
codec called Swing that claimed to
work with the Telos system. BSW, a slot into acustom rack, has had $ 1,100
in upgrades. Brent Averill Designs in
Sherman Oaks, Calif., the only company in North America that does full,
precise restorations of Neve equipment, refurbished, cleaned and
installed new capacitors in the unit, as
well as provided us with a new, much
smaller ( and lighter!) power supply.
Ian Griffith from Boutique Audio in
Canoga Park, Calif., placed the unit in
a custom stainless-steel enclosure that
should armor- plate the unit from any
bumps or knocks. A laptop Mac
with an M- Audio Mobile PreUSB
external audio interface does the actual recording.

The author, right, and his boss, voice artist David Kaye.

The Neve 1066 E0 in position
would be aproblem, not to mention the
physical constraints. There was no way
it could happen if we couldn't store the
equipment as acarry-on, for we couldn't check a bag worth $ 10,000 to
$20,000.
The biggest obstacle from the start
was an ISDN codec to enable David to
do direct studio-studio recording sessions. We have astandard rack version
of the popular Telos Zephyr in
Vancouver, and a " portable" unit in
L.A. But the latter unit weighs in at

Sisk compiled aportable studio for
Kaye 'swork on the road, which includes
aNeumann UM-75 microphone, UREI
LA3A limiter/compressor, AEO Swing
ISDN codec, M-Audio MobilePre USB
Audio Interface, Apple ¡Bock and Neve
1066 EQ in aPelican case.

distributor in Tacoma, Wash., permitted us to test a unit for a month or so.
By the end of that time, we found it
met our needs.
So my task was this: find a way of
making vintage gear travel- worthy.
We already had an extra LA/3A and

PRODUCT GUIDE

Soundcraft Brings Back UREI Mixers for DJs, Turntablists
Soundcraft says it reintroduced the UREI name on arange of DJ mixers suitable for the turntable performance sector.
The first in the series is the UREI 1620LE, an updated version of the UREI 1620 rotary-based mixer for the house- mixing sector. Features include six input channels — two phono and four aux inputs ( three line and one mic, each with
phono options available) — headphone monitoring of any input, House and Booth master output volume controls and
two- band EQ on the output.
The company says the 1601 was designed with the hip- hop DJ in mind, featuring selectable line or phono inputs and
three- band EQ on each channel, high-pass filters for removing turntable rumble or stage noise, an FX send and return
loop with selectable signal feed locations and an independent mic/line input with two-band EQ. Each input fader has
selectable response curves, as does the cross- fader.
The 1601's headphone outputs — both 1/4- inch and mini-jack connectors are provided — have an EQ control that
allows the DJ to tune the phones to his own ears.
The 160IS is identical to the 1601, but features atwo-bank, 32- beat, 96 kHz/24-bit auto- looping sampler with oneshot and reverse functions. The playback from wither sample bank is assignable to channel one and/or channel two. A
BPM lock indicator shows that the BPM engine is ready to sample. and afootswitch connector allows control while the
DJ's hands create the mix.
Soundcraft says additional mixers in the UREI Series are planned for release this year.
For more information, including pricing, contact Soundcraft USA/Harman Pro North America in California at (818)
920-3212 or visit www.soundcraft.com.

Traveling light
Aside from the codec, the only change
we made in compiling the road equipment was ... yes, anew mic. We actually
replaced our mic, which seems strange
considering my preamble, but this is a
special mic.
When we were checking out options
for this setup, we were sure that the one
thing we would need to buy was another U67. But they are old, rare and fragile; and the power supply is comparatively heavy. We turned to our mic
engineer John Vrtacic, who suggested a
possible replacement, the Neumann
UM75. We tested it and it was perfect,
but twice the cost of our already expensive U67s. However, it just may be the
finest mic ever.
Launched last year, it is the company's 75th anniversary commemorative
microphone. Only 75 were made, or ever
will be. It features a hand-wound transformer, gold-evaporated capsule and a
sound so close to the U67 that a small
tweak on our equalizer put us right
where we needed to be. This is the
Rolls-Royce of microphones.
The gear is connected with shielded
microphone cable and Neutrik rightangle XLR connectors, to prevent the
possibility of breaking off when carried,
and it is all packed into a Pelican 1600
case. This case is airtight and will float,
even when full of our gear. Perhaps 1
should label it with a disclaimer: " In
case of water landing, your studio will
act as aflotation device."
That's the recipe for a studio in an
overhead compartment. The whole purpose of this project was to give David a
little latitude outside of work. He has a
quarterly break built into his contracts,
usually after sweeps, but that doesn't
mean that his clients stop needing him.
Now David can travel anywhere, and for
about $ 200 can have ISDN lines
installed in nearly any higher-end hotel
room, and can record live from around
the world.
So maybe David will take a vacation
— and Ican take anap before the next
challenge.
The author is technical director/personal manager for voice talent David
Kaye.
Have you solved an audio problem in
acreative way for your radio operation?
Tell us about it. Write to kbrooks@
imaspub.com.

Announcing Omnia-3fm Turbo.
The ,new Onnia-3fm Turbo cives you features you
might not find even in processors that ccst a lot
more. Here's a small sample of what you'll get:
• Aciustablc. o*'ersampled three-hand limiter and
thiee-band Automatic Gain Control section for
smooth. Dean sound that's as laud as you want
it to be.
• Omnia Bas .3 Management System provides up
to 12 db

,
Df

There's a reason we call it " Turbo." This new Omnia has
more than enough DSP muscle to grab and hold buttonhappy listeners, and burn your brand into their memory.
Omnia-3fm Turbo's 3 new bands of AGC, 3 bands of
precision limiting, and distorticn-cancelled clipping stage
work in harmony to deliver bold, thumping low end, crystal-clear highs and the warm, natural, open feeling for
which Omnia is famous.

bass boost usiag specially des.gned,

tine-alignid algorithms for the loudest. cleanest
erd
• Remo:e control your way: standard serial and
optional modem and Ethernet connectivity let you
tweak your ::ound from anywhere. any time.
• Fa-nous Omnia non-aliasing, distortion-conzrolled
composite clipper helps you achieve the clean.
loud sound you've been dreaming cf.
•Fu I-featured 110 with analog, AES/EBU

and com-

posite ins and outs.
•A double baneful of format-specitc presets to get
you up and - Lining quickly.

Clients rave:
"We raced Omnia-3fm Turbo against the Urban 2300
and DSP-X, and the Omnia was the loudest, cleanest
and best box by far. This processor is incredible! It's
like hearing the original Omnia again for the first time."
— Mike Oberg, WGMO-FM
"We installed two Omnia-3s... our competitors have
noticed the change in the audio quality, and they are
wondering what our stations have that they don't!"
— Allen Osborne Maldonado, Cocatel, Honduras
"We installed the Omnia-3 on KQAK-FM and noticed an
immediate difference - so did our listeners! We sound
louder, crisper and better than ever before.
— Keith Shipman, KQAK-FM

0
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omniaaudio.com

The new Omnia-3fm Turbo has a US MSRP of $ 3,995.00.
But for a limited time, you can get it for only $ 2,995.00.
Call your Omnia dealer for details.

:
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Put the power of Omnia in
your Windows
PC! Omnia
A/X works seamlessly with

Want to
really stomp your competition? Get an Omnia-6EX. tlhe six- band,
dual-pat;1 processor with twin , processing pat -is for your standard FM and
HD Radip'" signals.

On-imiE is aregisterec trademark of TLS Corp

For AM audio
that peels paint off the wall, you wart the
flamethrowing Omnia-5EX HD+AM, with
simultaneous processing for conventional
AM and HD Radio" broadcasts.

Real, Windows Media
MP3
streaming encoders nd audio
production software to make
your streaming audio sound
fantastic.

2004 TLS Corp All rights reserved All other trademarks are property of their respective owners
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WEATHER RADIO
Model CRW

Price $540.00
Sensitivity . 28 microvolts for 12 dB quieting.
All 3frequencies. Alert tone demutes receiver,
closes relay and gates audio to 600 ohm rear
terminals. Another set of rear terminals has
continuous 600 ohm audio output. Double
conversion crystal controlled, crystal filter in
first IF., ceramic filter in second I.F. Dual gate
MOS FET front end. 50 ohm coaxial input.
Adjacent channel (±25 kHz) down to 70 dB.
19" rack mount, 3.5" H, all metal enclosure. In
stock—available for immediate delivery.

www.bext.com Itl Ifite 888-239-8462

GORMAN REDLICH MFG. CO

RF innovations forthe brio dcast World since 1985

257 W. Union St. • Athens, Ohio 45701
Phone 740-593-3150 • FAX 740-592-3898
www.gonnan-redlich.cornlimg@gormanredlich.com

The Nevi" CircuitWerkEs

Looking for Reliability, and Affordability?

D Outputs & Inputs for telephone

CirctaitVVeerk..ceis

handset. cellular phone or
balanced line level at up to + 10dEm.

AAic T€I

FIGNI/Allic Input

D, Operates up to 36+ hoes on two
9V alkaline batteries.

Flloatiset

Have you forgotten about the
"CLASSIC"

PACEMAKER 1032?

D High quality. user-switchable.
internal limiter prevents clipping.

D External power input with silent.
auto-switching battery backJp.
•
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D Individual gain controls for send.
receive and headphones levels.

AmpfifiEd Allic/Line to TFIEphone friterfacF

Check out this & our other remote

www.autogramcorp.com

OfcuitWerkes. Inc. - 2805 NW 6th Street. Gainesville, Florida 32609. USA

352-335-6555

The Simple Cell Phone
Interface Solution

Automate Your Station in Minutes
...No Degree Required

F.1-500 FlipJacic
CELL

PHONE

GUM

800-327-6901

solutions at wwwcircuitwerkes,corn

radu9a.automation

aurr

Efficient
Effective

INTERFACE

Connect To
Standard
Telephone In
Event Of
Poor Cell Phone
Connection

NEW! Just Released v3.8
•Extremely Easy To Use Et Understand
•For All Stations, All Formats
•Schecule Spots, ID's, Build Rotations
•Plays All Audio Fite Formats
•Complete Automation Systems Available

RADIO WORLD'S
Products and Services Showcase
provides aperfect medium for
marketing your products and services.

•AirList Music Scheduling Software Only $ 259
•Music Libraries Available
...Did we mention FREE SUPPORT

Raduga Software

Download your FREE Demo Today
www.radoga.net/rw.htm
013) a87-0714

For more information, contact

le

Simone Few ell at
703-998-7600, ext. 154
It) request amedia kit.

Low a; $ 149* Buyout

CONEX

ELECTRO -SYSTEMS

Call For More Info
800-645-1061
www.conex- electro cc m
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Early FM Owner Cleans Up
Bill Cook Parlays an Audio-Rich Lifetime Into a
Sound Restoration Company for Historic Recordings
by Ty Ford
There are few people who have blazed
as many trails as Bill Cook. You may
have wandered down those trails years
later, not knowing he had come before.
Cook, now 74, lives near Colorado
Springs, Colo. Ihad the rare chance to
have aconfab with him and revisit afascinatingly full life.
Cook became enamored with radio
broadcasting in 1938, when he was 8. In
1942, at age 12, he wanted to build ahifi, but government rationing for World
War II prevented him from getting the
necessary parts.
"I found parts to build my amplifier in
old radios. Ihad a chassis made with
holes punched for the knobs and tubes. I
built aspeaker cabinet and turntable base
in shop class," he said.
After graduating high school, Cook
attended Western Michigan University to
study physics. In 1949, he left college for
about ayear and ahalf to work at Radio
Recorders in Hollywood, Calif.
"There were only five or six studios in
Hollywood back then. Radio Recorders
was the big one. Capitol Records cut
their tracks there until the spring of 1949,
when they took over KHJ(AM)'s old studios," he said.
"Magnetic tape recording was just coming in. Radio Recorders bought 12 of the
first Ampex 200 mono 1/4- inch tape
recorders. Istill have one in my warehouse. Iworked there for about eight
months and then Imoved to Ryder Sound
Service and did film sound for another five
months before going back to college."

Armed with the degree in physics
from WMU, Cook moved to Baltimore to
work for Glenn L. Martin Aviation as an
R&D electronics design engineer. He
worked on the P6M, ajet-powered, four-

with the call letters WFDS, for " Full
Dimensional Stereo." The station, now
WIYY and owned by Hearst, operated at
ahorizontally polarized 15 kW.
"Ed Hackman was awhite-haired gent
at the FCC. Itold him Iwanted to start an
FM station in Baltimore. Iremember he
said, ' If there's anything Ican do, I'd be
delighted to help you."

Bill Cook in the Audiophonic Sound Restoration Studio
motor seaplane. The company built 18
planes for the Navy, "but they had problems getting out of the water when they
were fully loaded," he said.
Cook segued out of aeronautics and
into radio while working at Bendix Corp.
in Baltimore soon after. During that time
he applied for a license for 97.9 MHz,

Using the classic " room- within- aroom" design, Cook floated both the studio and control room. He used Armstrong
load-bearing cork to isolate the floors,
and put the air-conditioning system in a
separate outbuilding. "The duct work was
low-pressure, high- volume with oversized fiberglass-lined ducts," he said.

Cook designed and implemented custom splays and traps to create an
extremely quiet studio with controlled
acoustics.
"None of the surfaces were parallel —
not the walls, ceiling or floor. Idesigned
the room with just a little reverb," he
said. " The original wall panels were
made of Transite, a pressed asbestos
material made by the Johns Manville
Company. It was very hard, with areflective surface. There were holes in the panels and we installed padding behind them
to create bass traps. Idesigned triangular
splays for the walls, tuning each wall to
handle different frequencies."
Cook says he used Munchausen doors
for the airlock and studios. They were
four inches thick and composed of layers
of wood and felt. A strip attached to the
bottom of each door would rise when the
door opened, settling as the door closed
to complete the seal.
"Our studios were so quiet that the
Navy came up from Washington, D.C., to
test their underwater sonar transducers,"
he said.
In 1956, after building the studios and
transmitter, Cook went to the FCC to talk
about multiplexing for stereo.
"FM stereo was very experimental at
the time. The FCC wasn't in favor of
anyone promoting FM stereo then," he
said. " We were using the Crosby Labs
stereo system. It had much better stereo
performance out on the periphery of the
pattern. The commission, of course,
eventually went with the GE/Zenith system, which was awise thing to do."
Cook recalls getting several calls from
the FCC during his year and ahalf ownership of WFDS. "Iremember one call
questioned how we were able to get the
quality of sound we were getting on our
FM. Ihad designed cascade preamps and
amplifiers and ultra-linear program amps
with some negative feedback judiciously
applied. We also weren't using a limiter
See COOK, page 40
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The process involves atransfer to DAT and
an Ampex dealer in Colorado Springs.
then to CD.
"We went until 1983, when Ampex
Historic recordings can be sent to the
stopped making tape machines," he said.
company for de-noising and sweetening
"Although we kept selling Ampex parts,
using equipment such as turntables, tape
we switched to selling Studer and other
Continued from page 39
broadcasting and recording equipment. I recorders and 8- and 16-channel Ampex
between the board and the exciter."
and Studer machines.
still have parts for the Ampex AG440
WFDS(FM) signed on at 5 p.m. and
The service removes the background
machines. Ihave aAmpex 440C with an 8broadcast until 11 p.m., programming classihash from wire recordings, cassettes and
track Scully in my living room and an
cal music and what Cook describes as
tapes. Additionally, the service covers 16MM1200 8-track down in the warehouse."
schmaltzy jazz.
and 12-inch transcription discs, 78s, LPs
Continuing to gather no moss, Cook
and 16 mm film soundtracks, optical and
now runs Audiophonic Corp.
magnetic.
"For the last three and ahalf years, I've
Cook says that for broadcasters who
been
working
through
each
of
about
10
or
took recalls approaching the FCC in 1956
have hung on to their vinyl and carbon
11 or libraries Iown; that's a total of
about multiplexing for stereo. 'The FCC
discs, the thought that these records can be
25,000 radio transcription discs from 1934
cleaned up and digitized, giving them a
to 1953. These are the big-band radio prowasn't in favor of anyone promoting FM
whole new lease on life, is attractive. "This
grams that the radio stations played. Inow
is an area where we can be of value, espehave 80,000 selections catalogued," he
stereo then.'
cially if they want to do alarge quantity of
said.
work."
Cook catalogs, cleans, de-noises and
He adds that he has developed asecret
remasters
old
recordings
for
Time/Life,
was
the
head
of
their
sound
department."
Among the many unusual technological
procedure for removing the warps in
Capitol Records and Crescendo Records in
Cook also worked in Denver as asenior
experiments with which he was involved
records. "You need an oven big, wide and
Hollywood, U.K.-based music company
electronics engineer on the advanced comwas three-channel stereo multicasting.
deep
enough so you can put the LP in
Jasmine
and
Soundies
in
Chicago,
among
munication studies for the Apollo space
"We were one of the radio stations chosen
there
and not scorch it," he said. His
others.
program
for
Martin
Marietta.
by Disney to broadcast ' The Peter
advice is not to try this at home.
He uses acombination of CEDAR real"I left Martin Marietta to develop highTchaikovsky Story," he said. "The picture
Cook may be reached via e-mail to
time noise reduction hardware and Sound
powered hearing aids for Vicon. That's
and one channel of audio were broadcast by
wsc007@juno.com.
Forge
software
to
clean
up
the
recordings.
when
I
was
getting
KRYT(FM)
on
the
air,"
one of the TV stations in Baltimore. We
Visit the Ty Ford Audio & Video Web
"Sound Forge is not as transparent as
he said. "Icontinued to work there until
broadcast asecond audio channel and alocal
site at www.tyford.com. •
1979, when we sold the station. Then I CEDAR, so Iuse it sparingly," he said.
AM broadcast the third channel."
joined Scott Science & Technology as a
project engineer, designing various elecBring the noise
PRODUCT GUIDE
tronics sensing devices, mostly structural
According to Cook, after two partners
design flaw indicators for aircraft."
sold the station out from under him, he
Esoteric Sound Rek-O-Kut
When that lab closed its doors, Cook
eventually moved from Bendix to
and
a
partner
started
Research
Associates,
Borroughs Corp., an early computer and
office systems builder and integrator.
"They were building computers for
NORAD. That lasted for two years," he
said. " In 1964 Imoved to Colorado
Springs and started KRYT(AM). Iput
KRYT(FM) on the air in 1967. Iowned
and built those stations and at the same
time re-engineered the studios at
Alexander Films, also in Colorado
Springs. Istarted work there in 1965 and

Cook

C

rreliable
Today's top engineers need a
source of deep tech Info.

•

Now they have It
Introducing

Converts Aux Inputs to Phono

Record lovers, this one's for you. Esoteric Sound says its Big Foot "sorbothane" isolators solve abig problems of turntables, their inability to reject vibration well. The
company offers stoppers made of sorbothane, apliable but inert rubber-like material, to
be placed under the table after removing mounting feet from the factory, if possible.
The company also offers the Rek-O-Kut Professional Moving Magnet Preamp,
which can be used to convert any aux input to phono use. Additionally, it enables the
user to add aturntable to an amplifier that has no phono input or asecond turntable to
an amp with only one phone input.

•

dide*1
.t,i..Bedjo World Engineering Extra

Published six times ayear, this "deep tech"
version of Radio World is pure technology,
with articles written by engineers for
engineers — edited by an engineer active
in the industry. White papers, in-depth

z

engineering session coverage, technical
op-ed and

analysis

articles — if it's

important to radio engineers, you'll find
it in Radio World Engineering Extra.
.....Z7.;":„..nd_igehm%2 1
4Wb

abfill114

ftaij .
—
leak.

Sign up now for your FREE subscription at:
http://www.rwonline.com/eng-extra
Even if you are a Radio World subscriber, you must sign up to receive RW-EE.

Esoteric Sound is promoting several accessories for its Rek-O-Kut line.
The company says the preamp makes it possible to use aline-level input on any amp
or mixing console for playback with aturntable equipped with aconventional moving
magnet phono cartridge. Typical input sensitivities of such inputs are roughly 250 mV.
The preamp boosts the level of the magnetic cartridge and also applies "record compensation" in the form of the RIAA curve. This adjusts the relative levels of bass and treble
to match that of modern records.
The Surface Noise Reducer reduces the clicks and pops found on most types of phonograph records. Esoteric Sound says that while agraphic EQ or "scratch filter" is effective,
the Surface Noise Reducer's circuit topology employs digital integrated circuits and a
design algorithm, which can identify and remove many clicks and pops found on LPs, 78s
and other vintage records, improving the quality grade without causing degradation.
The company says the Surface Noise Reducer also is effective in reducing ignition
noise from FM radio broadcasts.
For more information, including pricing, contact Esoteric Sound in Illinois at (630)
933-9801 or visit www.esotericsound.com.

"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

ACOUSTICS

CONSOLES
Want to Sell

Want to Sell

AcousticsFirsr
T,Z7:888-765-2900
Full product line for sound
control & noise elimination.
www.acousticsfirst.com
ANTENNAS/TOWERS
!CABLES
Wanl to Sell

Reliable. On-time Installation
Quality Workmanship
Ground System Evaluation
and Repair
www.amgroundsystems.com
I

1-877-766-2999

2-Bay FM antenna, $2800/80.
Carl Haynes, Dominant Comm
Corp, POB 31235, Jackson MS
39286. 601-573-2445.

Dynamax MXD digital series
broadcast audio console, new
never installed, 8mix channels,
2 analog modules, 5 digital
modules, slide pots, digital
metering, $4500/80. Michael
Glaser,
MRG
Associates,
Nesconset NY. 631-236-7121.
Dynamax MXE analog series
broadcast audio console. New
never installed. 12 mix channels,
2 midi° line, slide pots, analog
metering, $4500/E30. Michael
Glaser,
MRG
Associates,
Nesconset NY. 631-236-7121.
ADM 3643 stereo broadcast
console, 36 mixing channels, 24
mic/12 line, 4 subs, 3 output
masters includes patch panel
rack.
FREE!
Pay
moving
expense. Bob Heiney, 281-46°6043 or bbheiney@sbcgloval.net.

mem111111ec

Seeeetrier. Boreedemet Plod-we
Television & FM
Transmitters and Antennas

Orban Optimod 9100 dual
mono AM processor. Feed main
& backup xmtr at the same
time. $ 1800/130 +shpg. Andrew
Skotdal, KRKO, 425-304-1381
or Andrew.skotdal@krko.com.
Orban 8100A Optimod. James
Phillips, W000 LP, POB 438,
Pauldine OH. 419-782-8592.

MONITORS

REMOTE

Want to Sell
Beier FMS- 1modulation monitor
with instruction book, $495.
Hugh or Carol Ellington, Ellington
Radio Inc, POB 468, Brewtor AL
36427. 251-867-4824.

RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, on-air
lights, call after 3PM CST, 972271-7625.
MISCELLANEOUS

MCI J110 1/2 studio r- r, Ampex
351 stereo. James Phillips,
W000 LP, POB 438, Pauldine
OH. 419-782-8592.
Otan i DTR85 DAT recorder
w/manual, like new, $600.
Danny
Brou,
KJMJ,
212
Wainwright Rd, Pineville LA
71360. 318-445-4843.

Want to Sell

BUY - SELL - TRADE
Your # 1 Source

Tower, 600-800 foot & 3-1/8"
or 4" line. Carl Haynes,
Dominant Comm Corp, POB
31235, Jackson MS 39286.
601-573-2445.

Want to Buy

7117 Olivia Rd, Baltimore MD 21220

LPB Signature Ill. Want 8, 10
or 12 pot stereo model in good
condition. Bill Barry, WAMB,
1617 Lebanon Rd, Nashville
TN 37210. 615-889-1960.

Toll Free: 877-722-1031 • FAX 443-596-0212 • E-mail: sales@baytountiy.com

Want to Sell
Shure M267 classic 4-channel
mixer in good condition, $90.
Mark Larsen, KBQR, Box
20335, Piedmont CA 94620.
510-465-6035.

Member of BBB

ROIRON ROWERS AN) RAIE BLOOCEMS,
itew & rebuilt for Ekom, Harris, CCA, CSI,
McMartin.
Goodrich
Ent.
11435
Monderson St. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

Huge
record
collection,
approx 500 records ( LP). The
oldest I've seen is 1967, all
types. Come from a radio
station in South Carolina, BO.
Matt Fulmer, WKDY, 340
Garner Rd, Spartanburg SC
29303. 864-621-6230.

RIM Online
www.rworelne.cont

3-1/E" and 1-5/8" coaxial relays.
Continental Communications,
314-864-4497. Fax 314-664-9427,
ccoritcornm@sbcglobal.net.

Shure M267, new in box,
$250. John Brewster, Radio
Deluxe, 2401 Blanche Rd,
Manhattan Beach CA 90266.
310-546-6451.

COMPLETE
FACILITIES
NEW OR USED
S COMPLETE
PACKAGES

LIMITERS/AUDIO

s

STUDIO/STLJTRANSMITTER
/ANTENNA OR ANY
COMBINATION OF ABOVE.
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALSREMOTE BROADCAST
RENTALS=US, Inc. ( 800) 438-6040

S

'You Know*We Know Radio" S

PROCESSING
Want to Sell
Harris Digit exciter purchased
in 2001 as back-up. Rarely
used, new condition with stereo
generator
package,
has
everything like new. Optimod
8100A with 2Texar Prisms, no
cards, BO/all. Tony Bono, WLLJ,
980 N Michigan Ave Ste 1880,
Chicago IL 60611. 312-9254059 or 312-204-9900 ext 108.

INC. (800) 438-6040
Know We Know Radler

a

STATIONS
Want to Sell

120
Watt
Vocom
STL
amplifier. 8.8 watts input. "N"
female
I/O
connectors.
Includes rack ears. $ 1500. Call
John at 217-220-1195.

HADDEN & ASSOC.
• Texas Class ACash
Flow-$ 975K
• Fla. Gulf FM C3
25KW-$975K

COQ- Prima
120 +
NTI
interface,
very
good
condition. ISDN quality for
your studio
or
network,
$2000/80. Andrew Skotdal,
KRKO,
425-304-1381
or
Andrew.skotdal@krko.com.

• SE TV FLIIPower
CashFlow-S3.5M
407.699.6069
Haddenwsaaol.com
Web: Haddemonlina.com

BAY COUNTRY BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

Or call and we will fax it to you.

Want to Buy

FM Exciters
FM Power Amps
STL's
Test Equipment

SCMS,

"You

View The Latest List Online at: http://www.baycountry.com

EQUIP

Blueboxes
Zephyrs
POTS Codecs
RF/Audio Gear

If we don't have it, we will get

Call us 800/279-3326

DISCO- PRO SOUND

Complete Ku Band Uplink!
SierraCom
2600
VSAT
controller, Comstream digital
audio codes/Mux, Comstream
PSK digital modem, BO. Bob
Simmons, Simmons Bdctg of
North Dakota, 9453 Highway 1,
Langdon ND 58249. 701-2561080 ext 12.

*WE RENT FOR LESS S

ud

For Quality Used Radio Broadcast Equipment

Pirod 180' self support 6' base.
James Phillips, W000 LP,
POE 438, Pauldine OH. 419782-8592.

Want to Sell
MPEG-2 Satellite Receivers,
LNBs,
C &
Ku
Band
Equipment. 479-997-2230,
www.daveswebshop.com.

Tascam DA30 MK II pro DAT
r/p in mint condition, $500. Jay
Swafford, VYTVF, 173 Foxrun,
Springfield TN 37172. 615-3844121.

Built in the USA
contact Benny Springer
or Jimmie Joynt

ERI SHP-20-AC 10-bay rototiller antenna tuned to 104.9
mHz Recently removed from
service for upgrade, $5000/80.
Bruce Campbell, Dove Media
LLP, 630 Nora Miller Rd, Abilene
TX 79602. 325-677-3900.

Want to Sell

Want to Sell

CRL SMP- 950 AM stereo
limiter in good condition. Bill
Barry, WAMB, 1617 Lebanon
Rd, Nashville TN 37210. 615889-1960.

SATELLITE
EQUIPMENT

Dolby/Marti 2 channel digital
DSTL. $ 12,500 when new.
$8000 or best offer. Call Jaycee
Marshall, 817-219-1178.

RECORDERS

Want to Buy
Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI
LA-3A's & LA-4's, Fairchild
660's & 670's, any Pultec
EQ's & any other old tube
compressor/limiters, call after
3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

&

MICROWAVE

Call Simone Farwell
for all Ib. duos& at

Lighthouse Digital TOM Audio
Router, 32x32 analog audio
TDM router with navigator
control
and
configuration
software. RPU system is
expandable. Free to good
home, you pay shipping. John
Belch, WYEP, 2313 East
Carson St, Pittsburgh PA
15203. 412-381-9131.
Antique
record
cutter,
complete RCA 73A. James
Phillips, W000 LP, POB 438,
Pauldine OH. 419-782-8592.

Comrex Nexus ISDN remote
unit, $ 1250/130 in very good
condition. Andrew Skotdal,
KRKO,
425-304-1381
or
Andrew.skotdal@krko.com

Want to Buy
Translators, AM's or FM's in
western
U.S.
Contact
Dougs@ihradio.org or 530584-5700 ext 11.

lay° ad c &aspire

Moseley
STL
complete
composite 6010 Tr + 606 Rec,
948.000 mHz, Harris CD Link,
CDL 950R, Dolby DP5501 +
DP5502 DSTL. James Phillips,
W000 LP, POB 438, Pauldine
OH. 419-782-8592.

veil:
l
e

03'1r?
*Gil a

For more
information,
call Simone at
703-998-7600, ext 154.
,

Radia Wabrld

TRANSMITTERS

TRANSCOM CORP
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment
1KW
1.5KW
3.5 KW
3.5 KW
5KW
6KW
20KW
25KW
25KW
30KW
50KW

1998
1987
1986
1992
1982
1995
1978
1982
1980
1986
1982

1KW
1KW
1KW
10KW
50KW
50KW

1998
1983
1986
1982
1985
1986

voeu rnr ,,iw,yoauu Erna
Harris Quest Solid State
BE FM1.5A
Harris FM 3.5K
Harris HT3.5
Harris FM 5K
Henry 60000
Collins 83102
Harris FM25K
CSI T-25-FA (Amplifier Only)
BE FM30A
Harris Combiner vdauto exciter-transmitter switcher
USED AM TRANSMITTERS
Continental 3140 Solid State
Harris MW1A Solid State

Harris SX1 ASolid State

Harris MW10A
Continental 317C2
Nautel AMPFET 50 Solid State

Continental 802B
'Nee' 20 watt-synthesized

NEW TV TRANSMITTERS ANALOG AND DIGITAL
Special Discount Pricing On:
VHF AND UHF,
(10 W to 10KW)

TV Antennas
TV STL

USED TV TRANSMITTERS
10KW UHF

1999 ItelcoT614C
(Like new-60 hrs. of use
USED MISC. EQUIPMENT

Audio Amplifier rs:
s:
8
O
5
Crown D-75
'New' Denon 720R Cassette Player
Potomac Phase Monitor AM19 w/sarmier
Potomac Phase Monitor 1901 Digital 21wr
Sola Voltage Regulator 60hz 1KVA s-pnase
AND MUCH MORE

Returning & Testing Available
CALL US FOR A QUOTE!

USED EXCITERS

"A

tiabier

2655 Philmont Ave #200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX No. 215-938-7361
VISIT OUR NEW INTERNET SITE: www.fmamtv.com
SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO:

transcom@fmamtv.com

BEE
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DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

Consultants
Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab

4tierIS EVANS

•FCC Applications and Field Engineering

I•I

•Frequency Searches and Coordination

Upgrade & Relocation Studies •

•EMC Test lab-FCC and European (IEC)

OWL ENGINEERING, IN.

5844

651-784-7445

Hemline Ave.

N.,

Shoreview,

MN 55128

Fax (651) 784-7541

C
E
MMLINICATIONS TECHNOLOGIES, NC

GRAHAM BROCK, I
NC.

be AM, FM, TV coverage & Upgrades

Full tittmicc En« Allocatim to
()per:aim AM/FWIVAII I( Sri-, Xs,.
lield Whet Antenna and

BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSLI TAMS

SUPO FeltOtt-MCYRIWCACCOS ,

qe. Broadcast transmission facility
design

"M

IN

Kathleen ( reseent, Ceram N.Y. 11727

Exposi..,e

FROM STOCK
JENNINGS VACUUM

Member AFCCE

•Real lime 3-0 Displays
•Interference calculations
•Cost effective mapping
•Fully integrated databases
•Used by the
•Latest standards built-in

FCC

202-393-5133

CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM

Serving Broadcasters

RELAYS

Since 7948

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

9649 Shady Grove sc...
Gaithersburg, MD 202'
Mullane)
I3011921-01 ,
Engineering. Inc.
Fax ( 301) 990 97
Mari« CACO
mullaneremullencr

2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: ( 760)438-4759
c- mail: link@surcom.com web: www.surcon.,

Visit es on Me wete It teroveroOl000tt.corn

www.grahaiubroc k.com

101 Oantorost

Sq.,

*It Clantorost GA - 700-771-6811

Doug Vernier

Telecommunication Consultants

ALLOCATION, ETLDIES

FIELD WORK A
SPECIALITY

•
•'. M1.1(t.,'.1,,,,,t1
.1
M
,
'I edruta araustfreflt.
Sutix.1 rheer,, , ,
'1OOStrOMell . & wont •
f
aciity
•Af)Flei
DurGhasefiri

ELECTROACOUSTICS

info(a'dataworld.com
fax: 301-656-5341

www.dataworld.com
800-368-5754

41

•
FM
•
RF
WI 53092. (2621242-6000. FAX (262) 242 6045]

FASTER__
MORE ACCURATE RADIO COVERAGE

Market Anal> sis
Engineering Softm. are
Ethnic/Demographic Data
Custom Full-color Mapping
Sales Marketing Packages

M Celenza
Communications Consultants
FM-AM-TV-LPTV-LPFM
Applications, Amendments,
Upgrades, Frequency Searches.
Directional Antennas
Field Work (Station Inspections)
631-965-0816 or 516-429-8340
celenza@prodigy.net

TV • DTv Transition

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

Directional Array Tuning 8. Proof

EXPERTS IN.
•Directional Antennas

912-638-8028

www.commtechrt.cotnj

AM

your requirements.

Ertepnefir$

Main St
http:H%wAvevansassoc corn

()Per 45 Fears migiitswriii.tt
and imisulting ex/Amiesii t.

P.O. Box 1130
Tel: (856)985-0077
Marlton, NJ 08053 Fax: (856)985 8124

dalawcplir
'

210 S.

Facilities Design

Ha FCC applications preparation construction permit and license
engineering
Clarence M. Beverage • Laura M. PM:MX

I.

FCC Applications • Design • Field Engineering • Tower Detuning

•AM-FM-CATVATFS-LPTV

Fined: infoeowlenx.com

u

The following distributors serving the broadcast
industry would be glad to help you with any of

Consulting
Communications

Broadcast Engineering Consulting
ANVFWTV/LPTV/DTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

,• •rst •i
r
,

Ne c»ft

nirolalailteffitootrunnormal

ftware for your PC

(800) 743-3684
www.v-soft.com

OSHA rneasertenerAs

Are You a
Distributor?

e4e.4 S'ea4èe4st 'Peaessienete!
For more information, including rates

ADVERTISE HERE!

deadlines, fax Simone Fewell at
+1-703-671-7409.

Space is available.
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Call 703-998-7600, ext. 154.
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EQUIPMENT LISTINGS
Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides aFREE listing service tor radio stations only. All other end users will be charged
ras FREE service does not apply to Employment Help Wanted ads or Stations For Sale ads. These are published on apaid basis only.
Send your listings to us by filling out the form below. Please be aware that it takes one month for listings to appear.
The listings run for two consecutive issues and must be resubmitted in order to run again. Thank you.

5827 Columbia Pike, 3rd Floor Falls Church, VA

_.
Are you currently asubscriber

CI Yes

Please print and include
Date
all information:

to Radio World?

L11 No

PHONE: 703-998-7600 •

22041

FAX: 703-671-7409

Signature

Classified Advertising Rates Effective

Contact Name

January 1, 2005

Title
Company/Station

1x

óx

13x

26x

$110

105

100

95

85

75

65

Address
1-9 col inch ( per inch)

City/State
Zip Code

—

10-19 col inch ( per inch) $95

Telephone
Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end users can participate in the
Broadcast Equipment Exchange on apaid basis. Line ad listings & display advertising are available on aper
word or per inch basis.

WTS U WTB l..I Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model:

Distributor Directory

$135

130

125

120

Professional Card

$105

100

95

90

Station/Studio Services

$200

170

145

124

Classified Line Ad

$2/word

Blind Box Ad

$15 additional

Call Simone Fewell, Ext. 154, Classified Ad Manager, to
reserve space in the next issue.

1
1tic,-

Use your credit card

to pay, we now accept VISA,
*closing for listings is every other Friday for the next month's issue. All listings are run for

MASTERCARD and American Express.

2 issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.
Broadcast

Equipment Exchange

PO BOX 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 • Tel: 703-998-7600 • Fax: 703-998-2966

www.rwonline.com
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POWER TUBES

TEL 800-532-6626

REBUILT

INTL: + 1-530-662-7553
FAX: +1-530-666-7760

NEW TUBE
TAPES/CARTS
/11EELS/CD's
Want to Buy
Seeking San Francisco radio
recording from the 1920's —
1980's. Stations like KSFO,
KTAB, KFRC, KNBR, KNBC,
etc. Anything pertaining to
newscast_ disc jockey shows,
live band remotes, etc. The
format can be 16" radio
transcriptions, disc, r- r tape,
cassette tape, CD, etc. I'll pay
to have copies made. Write or
call. Ron Tamm, 140 Linden Ln
#127, Mill Valley CA 94941.
415-383-6216.

TRANSMITTERS
Want to Sell

.136.00

World Leader
In
AM FM
Transmitters

14010-1/G peer Mititlieer .

AM 5 FM Pre-Owned
Urns In Stock
Oil Powers

Manufacture,. • Instruction Books
• -pares & All Complete
Yr eat our Vvebsrte

wvienti.besc

1, Call Finn

o-int.c orn

Malany, National/Intl Sales

at 321-960-4001
McMAF1IN BF- 5K, 5kW FM.
Factory- rebuilt in perfect,
lice new condition, includes
rew tubes, tested & tuned on
your frequency. Guaranteed,
filly adjustable from 0 to 5.5
kW. Gpodrich Enterprises
Inc, 40'; -493-1886.

1/2 THE COST

www.econco.com

OF NEW!

SE HABLA ESPAÑOL

Collins 830-D, 1 KW FM xmtr
with exciter, good condition,
$2500. Bill Barry, WAMB, 1617
Lebanon Rd, Nashville TN
37210. 615-889-1960.

TUBES &

FOR THE BEST PRICE

& 24 Hr service on transmitting lybes &
sockets/ports, new & rebuilt coi Goodrich
402-493-1886
doy
or
night,
www.goodrichenterpnses.cem

COMPONENTS

Ent ri

Want to Sell

Gates 250 watt xmtr. Good
working condition. Worked up
until upgrade. Sandy Haga,
WHHV, ROB 648, Hillsville VA
24343. 276-730-0706.

FM Exciters - SUS -

.11

FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment

SCMS Inc (800) 438-6040
S "You Know We Know Radio" S
RockweIVCollins 831D-2 FM
xmtr, 2.5KW, includes original
310Z-2 exciter with brand new
PLI oscillator card. Frequency
agile.
spare tube, maniais
and proofs, $2995. Ron Kocher,
VVFB0-1J945 Pine Hill Lane, Palm
Crrast FL 32164. 386-437-4304.

With

Superior FM- 100 watt solid
state xmtr, no exciter, near
new, $ 1200. Carl Haynes,
Dominant Comm Corp, POB
31235, Jackson MS 39286.
601-573-2445.

Want to Buy
AM Phasors, phasor parts, AM19 phase monitors, RF switches,
AM Transmitters. Continental
Communications, 314-6644497, Fax 314-664-9427,
ccontcomm@sbcglobal.net.

CC.A HELP
•Rotron Blowers • Rebuilt Plate Blockers • Tubes
•Tube sockets/parts • most all transmitter parts
•rebuilt tuning line assemblies
Goodrich Ent. Inc
402-493-1886
odriche nter pr is es . c
om
cgoodrichetconl.com

•

Tubes
NEW & REBUILT

1?l,u2D:,1

V

TRANSMITTERS, STUDIO EQUIPMENT STLS, ANTENNAS.

ISO 9001 Certified

RADIO DATA SYSTEM ( FOR CAR RADIO DISPLAY)
EXCITERS-TRANSMITTERS, TRANSLATORS, M XERS-CONSOLES, RADIO LINK

The Choice of Successful
Broadcasters Since 1934

ADS GET POSTED THE

NEW POWER TUBES

AND WILL RUN

Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes
NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARTS
Worldwide Availability

CALL 800-414-8823
Intl (
650) 592-1221

Fax ( 650) 592-9988
Visit our Web Site at
www.eimac.com
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4CX250BC used tube in good
condition. Made 100% power
when last used. Was kept as
stand by, $75; 4CX250BC
(NEW) tube, $ 100. A. Martin,
27518 County Rd 3, Merrifield
MN 56465. 218-765-4321.
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FOR A FULL TWO WEEKS!

•RF product specialists—Analog and HD Radio transmission and STL
•Market segment specialists—Analog and HD Radio end-to-end solutions
•Post-sale customer support engineers— RF and digital studio products
•Writers—technical and commetial
BE offers stability, competitive salary, full benefits and the chance to
excel. To apply, or to obtain more information about these and other
jobs at BE, please fax your resume to BE at ( 217) 224-9607 or e-mail
opportunities@bdcast.com. Confidentiality of correspondence will be
protected. BE is an equal opportunity employer.

Pro-Tek®

USA DISTiiitiuToii

AD IN OUR RADIO WORLD
To Order:

NEWSPAPER

ell°4fCoup?sroce

1-800-881-2374

EMPLOYMENT SECTION

Outside U.S. (352) 688-2374

AND REALLY COVER THE

Se Habla Español

BROADCAST INDUSTRY
AND THEN SOME!

3089 Deltona Blvd.

352-688-2374

Spring lull, FL 34609

BEST SERVICE

Fax 352-683-9595

Website: ww...dendeelectronlmenin

Mil Online ew

RF PARTS -CO.
From Milliwatts to Kilowatts

www.rwonline.com

EIMAC • TAYLOR • ECONCO • SVETLANA
Call Simone Fewell
for all the details at

Motorola

Toshiba • SGS • Thomson & Mitsubishi Semiconductorsi

Se Habla Español

300-737-2787

We Export

between 9-5 EST
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professionals for anumber of anticipated positions, including:
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COMBINE THIS WITH AN
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RPU MOSFETS, VACUUM CAPACITORS, SOCKETS

NEXT BUSINESS DAY

Made in U.S.A.
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Great companies are always seeking great
people and great people are always seeking
new and better opportunities. Time for a
change? Broadcast Electronics continues to
expand and seeks experienced broadcast

Radis Work.)

An International
Distributor of RF Components
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C Electronics

WEk
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S
OFF THE AIR?
Emergency Back-up Rentals

NEW

91
° CLEARCHANUI,
Clear Channel Radio has openings for Market Engineering Managers in
several markets. Successful candidates will oversee all technical aspects of
the market and must be highly skilled not only in technical matters, but also
exhibit strong management skills. This position will have substantial hands
on requirements, so if you are looking for adesk job. this probably isn't for
you.
Clear Channel Radio leads the industry in technological innovation and
support for quality engineering. We offer Excellent Pay, Technical Training
programs, 401K, Employee Stock Purchase Plans, Great Benefits and many
Opportunities for growth and advancement.
If you have great technical skills and are ready to work with our highly
qualified team...
Contact:
Steve Davis - Sr. Vice President - Engineering
Clear Channel Radio, 2625 S. Memorial Dr., Ste. A
Tulsa, OK 74129, 918-664-4581 Fax 918-664-3066
stevedavis4clearchannel.com
Clear Channel is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

POSITIONS WANTED

Morris Communications
Company, owner of Colurnbi,
River Media Group, based in
Wenatchee, WA, has an immediate opening for a Radio Chief
Engineer. Candidate should
have an SBE certification, with
5 years experience in radio
bri iadcasting, with experience
in I'M, AM directional, hard
illsk automation, studio maim,nance, FCC compliance, EAS,
and computers, as well as a
did background in electronics
iiibleshooting. Candidate
nild be motivated, dedicated,
e, id ready to play a key role as
part of a winning team. 'This is
agreat market, and Morris has
outstanding benefits including
medical, dental and 401(K).
Morris is an E0E. Send
resume tot Jay White, Girporate
Director of Engineering, Morns
Communications Ct trnpanv,
ITC, 1321 North Gene Afttre
Trail, Palm Springs, CA 92262,
faS (
760) 322-5493 or e-mail,
iay.whitegmorris.ciim.

Friendly, eager to work, ISCET
Certified,
Commercial
FCC
License with radar, NABER
Certified two way radio technician,
amateur radio extra, seeks CE,
asst CE, FT, PT, Contract, AM/FM,
Cable,
TV.
Mitchell
Rakoff,
mrchellrakoff@yahoo.com or 718969-5224 or write to: 110-64
Queens Blvd PMB# 494, Forest
Hills NY 11375-6347.
Looking for Experience? 2
years in broadcasting, 8 years of
production. Worked for highly
rated stations, and familiar with
radio
production
software.
Contact Eric, 817-726-2295.
Recent ABS grad ready to
relocate for the right position in
sports talk, play-by-play color, onair DJ, production and copywriting.
Ryan, 405-226-2509.
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tor to have it either. And instead of
awarding the CP to the second-highest
bidder, the channel will lay dormant
On page 34 of the Dec. 1, 2004 issue,
for years until the FCC gets around to
there is a short piece about the new
having another auction.
Crosley turntable and radio unit. How
The bid withdrawal penalty is a
interesting. The retro look is making a
small price to pay to keep a potential
comeback!
competitor out of the market for severFunny thing is, Ilike the retro look,
but not as much as the retro sound. I al years.
Between the Wall Street types and
attached acouple pictures of some of the
the out- of- touch bureaucrats, the
fully restored Crosley radios in my home.
broadcasting industry has been ruined.
Ihave several. All of them are hooked up
Larry Fuss
and working. They get used frequently,
Contemporary Communications LLC
too. Ialso stuff them with appropriate-era
Las Vegas
Crosley
brand tubes
so they are
'Old School'
still original — a
Broadcasting
testament
to the supePaul McLane's comments regarding
rior quality
my hiring at KGO (" Engineers, Ready
predating
for Their Closeup," Dec. 1, 2004), are
the "throwright on.
away" sociMickey Luckoff and KGO handled it
ety.
very well, but this is routine for them.
True, the
After all, KGO is the station that put
Crosley
Michael Powell and Howard Stern
radios are
together on the radio to discuss censorconsidered
Paul Shinn's own Crosley
ship in broadcasting.
by many as
Model 1117, also
My experience at this radio station
the Model
known as the 'Super 11.'
has been, to me anyway, most unusual.
T of radios;
In the past, when starting at anew radio
however the engineering was far superior
station, I'd become accustomed to being
to many others from GE, RCA, etc.
thrown a set of keys, shown the shop
Crosley even rivals Zenith in pure engiand then meeting the air staff as they
neering beauty, although the Zenith cabicame to me with broken headphones in
nets were more stunning than those of
their hands. It usually wasn't abig deal;
Powell Crosley.
and that's okay. In this business, we are
Ido Crosley restoration and repair on
used to being "behind-the-scenes guys,"
the side when Iam not fixing radio staand I've never minded that.
tions. Stop by my house and check out
My experience at KGO has been
the hands-on working Crosley museum!
Paul Shinn
markedly different.
KGO's approach to radio is what
Stockton, Calif
attracted me to this job and the reason
that Iworked so hard to get it. Its
FM Auction a 'Sham' unique approach has been described to
me as " old school." If that means a
hugely successful, 100 percent locally
The article concerning the FCC's
managed and programmed, well-engiFM auction (" Small- Town Owners
neered, powerhouse AM radio station
Hope for New FMs," Dec. 1) states
loaded with professional, creative peothat the auction "provided broadcasters
ple who understand how to create someachance to scoop up new FM frequenthing bigger than life, then yes, KGO is
cies for a lot less than it would cost to
old school.
buy existing stations." In some cases,
Ilike old school.
that is not true.
KGO has been No. 1for more than 26
Iknow of an existing AM/FM comyears in arow. KGO serves its commubo ( with owned real estate) that could
nity of license, and is serious about it.
have been bought for less than what
As aradio station is about "theater of
was bid for a Class A FM CP in the
the mind" or, simply put, management
same market. A broker friend told me
of listeners' perceptions, it's the skillful
he knew of many such instances.
and consistent crafting of the station's
The " land rush" mentality of the
air sound, promotions and interaction
auction, perpetuated by the FCC, drove
with the listening public that can make it
up the prices to levels that squeezed
seem bigger than life. Any station can be
out all but the big guys and the
bigger than the sum of its parts — most
wealthy. The days of finding an availsimply lack the talent, professionalism
able FM frequency in some little town,
and know-how to pull it off.
petitioning to have it added to the table
I'm glad Iwas able to find a station
of allotments and applying for and
that gets it. I'm happier still that they
receiving a CP, are no more. It's no
saw something in me that they thought
longer about community service; it's
fit in. Ialso appreciate that Radio World
all about who has the deepest pockets.
The auction process itself is also a was perceptive enough to recognize it
through the press release. The quality
sham. For instance, some of the big
you identified is present throughout the
guys bid up certain channels to astrostation.
nomical levels, then withdrew their
Joe Talbot
bids. They didn't really want the chanKGO(AMIKSFO(AMIKMKY(AM)
nel at that price, but they bid it up
San Francisco
because they didn't want their competi-
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designed to improve the safety of lives,
which in most if not all cases fails to be protected by patents. The proposed digital solutions patent will most likely be highly promemos coming out?
tected. Imagine how much money you
Ilook at this as an interim step to bring in
would have spent if you had to pay to be
digital broadcasting, and on the surface it
stereo, or to have an SCA, over the years?
does seem to be agood one; but Ihave not
Ihave purposely woven all over the road
seen any discussion directly planning for this.
because there is abig picture formed by
It would require the digital carriers to move
many small pieces. AMs have more to gain,
in closer to the analog carrier and thus proand ultimately more to lose, with this techvide less first adjacent-channel interference,
nological implementation. We have to be
assuming our radios are narrow-banded.
better organized as an industry — and we
Does the proposed digital system (transmisneed aplan. Not just any plan, but one that
sion and reception) allow for this flexibility?
has the best of everyone's interests at heart,
Of course, Iwould expect this only foltechnically and economically.
lowing a digital solution being
We need to advance the industry as a
accepted/adopted by the FCC before I whole, not just hit and miss. We need atechwould back any changes. And before Igo
nology solution that puts the AM broadcasttelling the FCC to adopt the currently proer in the same competitive arena as the FM.
posed digital system, Iwant them to make
Segregation in other ways went out years
this an open technology.
ago, why not this one too?
Idon't know about you, but Iam not
This is the AM stereo debacle revisited.
happy about having to pay ongoing licensWhether it is the FCC, NAB, SBE, AES or
ing fees and being subject to the "growth"
the broadcaster, someone has to step in and
limitations such aprotected system predictate astandard for both transmission and
sents. As abroadcaster, Ihope the FCC will
reception. Until then, we seem to only be
not mandate stations to adopt atechnology
throwing things at aboard to see what sticks.
that requires ongoing licensing.
Speak up, broadcasters, or you may soon
Ihave heard some broadcasters say that
be laid to rest.
this will go away like the EAS SAME issue,
Scott Clifton is the director of engineering
but it will not.
for SportingNews Radio Network in
The SAME is atechnology that was
Chicago.

Has the Radio Industry Given Up on Analog?
ty Scott Clifton
Iam writing in regard to the article "AM
Bandwidth Issue Catches Fue" (Nov. 17).
Well, it should. How much benefit is really going to be done to our AM broadcast
industry by further reducing our AM stations' audio quality, as opposed to other
changes?
If my last proof showed my audio bandwidth to be only 20 Hz - 5kHz, the FCC
and Iwould term that "garbage." Iam aware
of the limited number of receivers in the
market capable of receiving anything over 34kHz, but why do we continue to allow the
tail to wag the dog?
Obviously we have given up hope of
improving the analog quality and are now
willing to accept further degradation in
audio and RF interference in order to get to
the next stage. By the way, you can thank
the receiver manufacturers for their major
contribution. Even with the leaps we have
made with DSP technology, the AM band
has many challenges that have not been
overcome.
Our industry has failed to organize properly and mandate standards of transmission
receiver design. Further, changing the industry without aplan is reckless.
Mixed signals
Iam still concerned about the message
we sent the receiver industry by implementing the existing NRSC 10 kHz limit on daytime AM transmissions. It is understandable
how much improvement can be realized at
night with the 10 kHz band limit, but not in
the day. If this solution has helped your station, you should be looking to other places
for the fix. To further limit to 5kHz, whom
are we protecting?
As Radio World is primarily atechnical
publication, Ifeel it will not be necessary to
discuss how this is absolutely non-beneficial in reducing daytime interference issues.
As for night, think about whom this is really
helping. The biggest issue for nighttime
broadcasters is more the noise floor from
the co-channel, not so much their first adjacent.
The analog side-band energy from the
first-adjacent stations, given their geographical spacing and program-reliant intensities,
typically is much less than the co-channel
interference. This reduced audio bandwidth
suggestion seems to do nothing more than
improve the ability to listen to other stations
(mostly Class As) outside of your local market at night.
Think about it. What first-adjacent station is affecting you in your local markets?
Before you answer, do you really know
who the contributors to your NIF really are?
You should. Sure, there is reciprocal benefit
with first-adjacent content removal, but the
real problem is more the Class As pounding
the lower-class stations in or near their markets, not the other way around.
Iam not particularly happy with the
thought of degrading my signal to allow for
others out of town to be better heard. Iam
not against competition, but Ican certainly
see much better improvements that could be
made to the AM band and its industry. What
if most of the Class A stations lowered their

Scott Clifton
nighttime power to 10 kW? Then we could
allow alot of those daytime-only stations on
at night! Do we really need 50 kW at 670
kHz ta cover our markets? When are those

Embracing Our Digital Future
In his Guest Commentary "The Pie-BOC in the Sky" (
Reader's
Forum, Nov. 17), Mike Shane discussed 50 kW Class A AM stations producing first-adjacent-channel nighttime interference
when operating using Ibiquity's HD Radio system.
This argument may have some merit, but the author's example
is not valid.
The station to which he refers, KCRO(AM) in Omaha, Neb., is
aClass D AM station, meaning it is licensed as daytime only. In
this case, the station has authority to operate with secondary service at night.
The FCC defines secondary nighttime service as that which is
less than 250 watts or has an RNIS of less than 141 mV/m, and
secondary nighttime service is entitled to no protection from interference whatsoever. Such stations must accept whatever interference they receive. So the truth of the situation is that his 54-watt
nighttime signal is not entitled to compete with "5,000 watt jammers right on my frequency."
That aside, the real error the author makes is the assumption
that energy radiated by stations transmitting IBOC signals will be
at 10 percent of the authorized carrier power. This is not correct.
IBOC stations are still subject to the RF mask specified in 47
C.F.R. Section 73.44, which says that emissions in the 10.2 to 20 kHz
range must be attenuated by at least 25 dB below the unmodulated
carrier. That means that worst case, the emissions from a50 kW AM
station in the first-adjacent channel range would be on the order of
158 watts, afar cry from 5,000 watts as the author represents.
The truth is the IBOC carriers will likely be several dB below
the 25 dB maximum, so the power radiated on first-adjacent channels could easily be half this value.
Assuming that first-adjacent-channel WSCR(AM) Chicago transmits an 1E0C signal in compliance with 73.44, the night limit (interference) produced by the IBOC component of WSCR is only 2.0
mV/m. That's just adrop in the bucket compared to the co-channel
RSS night limit KCRO has from co-channel WFAN and WBFIR. I
think it's safe to say that one wouldn't even notice the difference.
The Class A on the other side, WSM(AM) in Nashville, would
produce an IBOC-component limit of only 1.28 mV/m. Either
way, there would be little impact on KCRO's unprotected secondary nighttime service.
If AM as a medium is to survive, we must lead with our
strengths, not expend energy and resources to protect our weaknesses. It's true that daytime AMs and AMs with low-power sec-

e

ondary nighttime signals are at adisadvantage, but the truth is that
they have always been at adisadvantage. Now is the time to push
past such disadvantages and embrace our digital future.
Cris Alexander
Director of Engineering
Crawford Broadcasting Co.
Denver
The author is afrequent contributor to Radio World; the
opinions are his own.

The IBOC Bubble
Why is Clear Channel's Jeff Littlejohn so interested in hamstringing AM now ("AM Bandwidth Issue Catches Fire," Nov.
17)? If this bandwidth issue is so damned important in 2004 and
2005, with widespread IBOC implementation just around the corner, why wasn't it just as important in 2003 or earlier?
Clear Channel's self-serving ways are really over the top.
To quote the article:
"Several sources complained to Radio World about the proposal,
particularly its impact on AMs that don't intend to go digital. In
their view, the idea boils down to degrading analog to make digital
sound better in comparison, to drive consumers to buy HD Radios."
In many opinions, that's what Clear Channel is doing to FM —
degrading the programming to apoint that many people will just
throw up their hands and go to XM, which is partly owned by ...
Clear Channel. Surprise! Kind of hard to buy from any store but
the company store in acompany town, isn't it?
Who's leading the charge to 1130C? Who else can afford to convert hundreds of AMs simultaneously when many AMs across the
country struggle to pay the electric bill from month to month?
Littlejohn lives life in abubble.
Let it be noted that Littlejohn is also co-chairman of the
NRSC and is on the board of directors of Ibiquity. Isn't it
enough that Lowry's lap dog Michael Powell rubber-stamps
everything Lowry wants? Now this?
Irest my case.
Ron Cox
General Manager
WOXD(FM)
Taylor Communications Inc.
Oxford, Miss.
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Your Move, CE

Questions for IBOC

Pleased to

Dissenters

Meet You

There has been much discussion in the
Reader's Forum about the article in which
Jeff Littlejohn suggests we AM operators
restrict our stations audio to 5kHz.
How many of those who criticize
Littlejohn have been able to do an A- B
comparison of an operating AM radio station listening on awidely available receiver
while switching the audio output from 5
kHz to 10 kHz? Or performed any tests on
popular, currently available AM radios to
determine the frequency response?
How many of those who criticize the
IBOC system have actually heard it in
operation on aconsumer IBOC receiver
tuned to an HD-equipped commercial
AM station?
How many of those who claim IBOC
will ruin the AM band have ever driven
between two markets and listened to what
happens as their vehicle moves from one
IBOC signal to another on the same frequency?
Many people who have written on
these pages have tried to create the
impression that their opinion is fact.
Perhaps they should have some factual
information or at least personal experience to present first.
Is it agood idea to restrict AM audio to 5
kHz? Based on the facts — the IBOC audio
system only allows 5kHz of analog audio;
most radios only reproduce that or less
now; and many of us will be transmitting
using the IBOC system — Iguess it really
doesn't matter. I'm betting that radio manufacturers won't suddenly begin to produce
better analog radios with digital on the near
horizon. Ihope those whose units only produce 3 kHz will expand to 5 kHz when
most of us are transmitting IBOC.
Is there abetter digital system than
IBOC for AM? Personally, Idon't know.
But Ido know that most in the industry
who have heard it like it.
Ibiquity has put its money — awhole lot
of it — where its mouth is. They have
talked the talk and walked the walk, creating an AM digital transmission system
within difficult industry and regulatory
guidelines, and gaining approval of the
largest engineering organizations and the
FCC. Has anyone else done that?
Hal Widsten
General Manager
KWED(AM) 1580
Seguin, Texas

Include us in the next Radio World
Source Book!
Nova Electronics is a company
engaged in the construction, modification
and/or repair of broadcast facilities. Our
specialty is AM directional stations, but
we are experienced in all aspects of AM,
FM, TV and SW broadcasting systems,
and have recently built several wireless
Internet systems.
We offer the three most important things
to acustomer — quality, service and price.
Our priority is to deliver high-quality yet
cost-efficient and timely services to fit your
needs, and will deliver the best solutions
possible within your budgetary limitations.

Nova builds atower for IGNO(FM), Dallas.
Construction is where we outperform
the rest, as virtually everyone on our crew
is proficient at multiple tasks. We operate
heavy equipment, erect towers, plow
ground systems and design, tune and proof
arrays. We have built several stations
throughout the U.S. and Mexico, many in
difficult and demanding areas, and have
the innovation to solve unusual problems.
So whatever your project, be it aminor
detune of atroublesome tower, the diplexing of multiple stations or aturnkey facility
from site preparation to final proof, Nova
Electronics has the experience and creativity to deliver your project on time and in
budget. Please allow us the opportunity to
bid on your upcoming projects.
Contact us at ( 214) 725-5621 or visit
www.novaelectronics.net.
Mike Vanhooser
President, Nova Electronics
Dallas

At this winter's CES show, Ibiquity Digital presented astrong
showing of radio station groups that made their clearest statement to date supporting IBOC. In avenue at which broadcasters
generally keep alow profile, 21 station groups said 2,500 U.S.
radio signals now are committed to adding IBOC capability.
At that same show, there was the distinct lack of an equivalent message from the consumer electronics (CE) industry. With
afew important exceptions in the auto-aftermarket space, IBOC
has not yet gained much declared support from the mainstream
receiver manufacturers. As important as the automotive aftermarket is initially, support from the major U.S. car audio OEMs
and factory- installed IBOC options from carmakers are needed
for IBOC truly to succeed.
The automotive environment is key to the American radio
receiver marketplace, given the amount of in-car radio listening
here and our far-faster replacement cycle for cars than for
radios. But early IBOC adopters may also be found among
audiophiles and the younger " iPod" crowds, so IBOC support
will also be important in high-end and home-theater receivers,
as well as boombox and handheld form factors.
CE's job isn't just getting receivers in the stores. They need
to be affordable, appealing products that are well supported by
promotional efforts. In fairness, neither is broadcasters' job just
getting IBOC signals on the air. The content carried by these
new services must be sufficiently compelling and adequately
differentiated from traditional radio. Only then will earlyadopter audiences be motivated to purchase the new receivers,
thereby driving price points down to more mainstream comfort
zones.
Note also that the conservative nature of the automotive
audio industry is well known, and it's particularly understandable since radio reception problems are among the top consumer
complaints registered by new car buyers. However, the mobile
datacasting capability of digital radio holds strong interest for
the automotive community, so broadcasters should keep this in
mind in terms of content offerings if they wish to attract this
critical market segment to early IBOC support.
This also implies that the NRSC and FCC should do their part
to ensure that IBOC data services are state-of-the-art, open and
scalable, and that IBOC is fully standardized and regulated
quickly. A healthy digital radio datacasting environment can
seal the deal for broad mobile IBOC receiver availability.
History has shown that the success of any new media requires
asynergistic confluence of efforts from multiple industries. For
digital radio this implies the necessity of three elements ( as
recent U.K. experience has confirmed): interesting new content,
inexpensive receivers and effective promotion of the new format.
Admittedly, we're still early in the process; and the rollout of
HD Radio gear can be seen as following an arc not unlike that
of satellite receivers before them, with carmakers holding their
plans in confidence and with first offerings available only in
luxury vehicles. It's safe to assume that the CE industry has
much more in the works.
But U.S. broadcasters have taken their first step on this path.
Now it's the receiver industry's turn.
— RW
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¡he Wheatstone GENERATION- 5
has the POWER and FEATURES
Stations Demand the MOST

LOTS Mores
Our Generation- 5 provides your operators

with a straightforward traditional control surface
coupled with all the benefits of digital technology. It
gives you the flexibility of system-wide source, mix and
destination control (any signal anywhere), apowerful
mix- minus section and acomplete event store, name
and recall system. One wire from this surface can
control THOUSANDS of wires in your technical
operations center.
And while the G-5 feels like an anaIog console,
its DSP-based mixing engine keeps your digital sources
digrtal while converting analog sources to switched
digdal, eliminating crosstalk and nose. It can furnish
remote and telcom functionality on any input fader
wrthout fear of feedback— areal plus in back-to-back

60C kndu5_trial Drive, rJew Bern, North Carolina 28562
252-538-7000 / / sale@whEatstone.corn

dauly operations. Its built-in graphic displays keep
operators on top of things with just aglance. And since
the entire system is software based, you can accommodate any format with apress of abutton.
Like all our Generation Series consoles, the G-5
has complete failsafe options available, such as
automate fail over DSP and CPU cards and redundant
power supplies. We can even provide scheduling
software and studio mounted satellite cages that can
be configured to mix independently from your main
routing system.
At WHEATSTONE we've built and sold over a
thpusard digital audio consoles The G-5 is a
culmination of all that experience. Benefit from our
expertise— choose WHEATSTONE!

copyright

2004 by !,11/heatstone Corporation

Behind Every GOOD CONSOLE
There's an EVEN BETTER ROUTER
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GENERATION 4

A Straightforward, Easy-to-Use Control eurface

SS

\ere

There's no
long learning
curve required
to immediately
start using this traditional layout specifically
envisioned for operators
of all skill levels.

BRIDGE TECHNOLOGY enables the GEN 4 surface
to operate far beyond the limits of its studio mainframe. Integration with the Bridge digital audio
network router provides systemwide access to a ll
station on- air and off- air audio resources via interlinked CAT5 or fiberoptic cable. And of course, we all know
EXPERIENCE COUNTS! With over eighty Wheatstone Generation control surfaces
already operating in the field, you can be assured your installation will proceed
smoothly and on time.

„„goign

the digital audio leaders
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